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ABSTRACT 
Galvanometer laser machining is a well-established laser machining technique in which the 
laser beam is positioned on a working field by means of mirrors mounted in galvanometers. 
Nonetheless, new applications make necessary the development of innovative techniques 
for increasing the performance of such systems. Aside all the advantages of this technique 
like given resolution, repeatability and velocity, a limited working area is an important 
drawback.  
In this thesis work, the limitations of different state-of-the-art schemes for increasing the 
working field of galvanometer laser machining systems are examined. The necessity of a 
new strategy for reducing present deviations introducing a vision system is established. The 
construction of an error vector and calculation of coordinate’s transformations to improve 
precision are presented. In this work, the “Arithmetic mean transformation”, “individual 
correction transformation”, “iterative inverse distance weighting transformation” and a 
stitching approach denominated “Auto-stitching” are presented and demonstrated as 
methods for reducing inherent deviations in galvanometer scanning systems for large area 
processing.  
 
ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Die Lasermaterialbearbeitung mit Galvanometerscannern ist eine fest etablierte 
Bearbeitungstechnik. Hierbei wird der Laserstrahl mittels Spiegel im Arbeitsfeld 
hochdynamisch positioniert. Diese Technologie hat viele Vorteile wie eine gute Positionier-, 
und Wiederholungsgenauigkeit bei sehr hohen Bearbeitungs-geschwindigkeiten. Jedoch 
besteht der Nachteil eines begrenzten Arbeitsfeldes. 
 
In dieser Arbeit wurden verschiedene Lösungsansätze zur Erweiterung des begrenzten 
Arbeitsfeldes untersucht. Mit Hilfe eines Vision Systems wird die Abweichung von der 
idealen Bearbeitungslinie bei der Expansion des Arbeitsfeldes durch Reihung einzelner 
Bearbeitungsflächen reduziert. Dies wird durch die Berechnung von Fehlervektoren und 
Koordinatentransformation erreicht. Verfahrenstypische systematische und zufällige 
Abweichungen werden so kompensiert werden. Zu den entwickelten Korrekturmethoden 
zählen „Arithmetic mean transformation“, „individual correction transformation“, „iterative 
inverse distance weighting transformation“ und “Auto-stitching”. Diese 
Herangehensweisen werden im Hinblick auf ihre Eignung zur Kachelung einzelner 
Arbeitsfelder unter Beibehaltung der Prozessstabilität und -genauigkeit diskutiert und 
bewertet. 
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
B spline 
 B+² spot size laser beam quality 
 σ standard deviation 
 B$D sub-working fields 
 B+EFGH. theoretical spot size 
 JK beam divergence 
 JL, J> galvanometers´ deflection angles 
 JM, JM incidence and transmission angles - Snell´s law 
 JN interference angle  
 2J maximum angle of the light cone entering or leaving a lens 
 JH reflection angle – specular reflection 
 JM scanning angle  
 
RMS Root mean square 
 T transformation matrix 
 Q transmittance 
  associated frequency of an electromagnetic wave 
  associated phase velocity of a wave 
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 phase velocities of incident and transmitted wave 
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+ space vector components 
 T, U vector spaces  
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1  INTRODUCTION 
From the theoretic development of stimulated emission by Einstein in 1917 [Ei16] and the 
development of the first prototype by Theodore Maiman in 1960 [Mai60], the laser (from the 
acronym Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation) has become in a basic tool 
for many research and industry developments. The capability of focusing the laser beam 
reaching spot sizes around some hundreds of nanometers and peak power densities of 
some GW pro square centimeter together with the ability of positioning the focused beam 
over a working area make the laser appropriate for a large amount of high precision 
processes, microstructuring of materials, machining of very hard composites like ceramics, 
carbides, graphite and carbon fibers.  
Among different laser machining techniques, the “galvanometer laser machining” turned 
out to be one of the most important techniques for many laser applications. This technique 
consists on deflecting (positioning) the laser beam on a working field by means of two 
mirrors mounted in galvanometers. Aside to all the advantages of this method, like defined 
resolution, repeatability and velocity there is an important restriction: a limited working area. 
Different approaches have been studied in order to increase the working field of the 
galvanometer laser machining. The scope of such approaches is limited, among others, by 
the so-called inherent and random deviations of the galvanometer scanning systems, 
temperature and precision of used devices.  
In this doctoral thesis, a new approach for increasing the working area of galvanometer 
scanning systems for micromachining applications is presented. Different methods for 
calculating and reducing current deviations using a vision system and an error vector are 
developed in this work. This work releases new possibilities for developing microstructures 
in larger dimensions. 
The work is composed of six chapters: 
The first two chapters contain an introduction to provide the reader with general information 
about the content of this work. Basic concepts of the interaction between matter and light, a 
description of the galvanometer scanning systems, a condensed explanation of the so-called 
inherent and random deviations by galvanometer scanning systems are included in chapter 
2. The way how these deviations affect the precision of the working field of state-of-the-art 
galvanometer scanning systems for large areas is also described and an introduction to laser 
processing monitoring is also included. 
Chapter 3 presents a theoretical introduction of a novel strategy for reducing inherent 
deviations in galvanometer scanning systems for large areas. The definition of target and 
measured critical points and mathematical transformations as basic tools for deviation 
reduction are introduced. Different approaches for reducing inherent deviations are 
developed for this purpose. Arithmetic mean transformation, individual correction 
transformation, an “iterative inverse distance weighting” transformation and a stitching 
approach denominated “Auto-stitching” are defined as methods for reducing stitching 
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errors. The necessity of developing a vision system for constructing an error vector and 
applying correction algorithms is included in this chapter. Finally an integrated design 
together with a supervisory platform for reducing inherent deviations in galvanometer 
scanning systems for large areas is conceived. 
Chapter 4 offers a detailed description of the experimental set-up. A section of the chapter is 
dedicated to describe the requirements and characteristics of the vision system to be able to 
analyze the working field and construct the error vectors.  
Chapter 5 is dedicated to present the experimentation and results for analyzing the 
capabilities of the system. The development of a self-designed calibration plate as means of 
improving the overall performance of the system is introduced. Diverse investigations for 
selecting appropriated structuring parameters and a systematic examination of the laser and 
scanner delay times as well as the influence they have when different microstructures are 
stitched are also included in this chapter. 
Chapter 6 is devoted to present the developed software and discuss the main experimental 
outcomes of the correction approaches. An explanation of the main interface, parameters 
configuration, processing interface, control modules, vision system, image processing 
module, computation of deviations and new structuring coordinates is included. 
Subsequently, a wide-ranging assessment of the multiple defined approaches for reducing 
inherent and random deviation in galvanometer scanning systems for large area processing 
can be found. That includes the arithmetic mean transformation approach, the individual 
position transformation approach, the iterative inverse distance weighting approach and the 
Auto-stitching approach. 
Chapter 7 reviews the main results of this research work. It illustrates the conclusions and 
provides recommendations regarding further research and development of the methods 
here described. 
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2  STATE OF THE ART 
Laser material processing exploits the special transfer of energy from the electromagnetic 
radiation of the laser into the materials in order to induce a change of a given property of the 
materials. In order for this energy to induce a change in the materials, this has to be 
absorbed and cause the excitation of its particles. 
In these sections basic concepts for understanding laser physics and the interaction 
between laser light and matter are introduced. A description of the galvanometer scanning 
systems for material micromachining as well as an explanation of the so-called inherent and 
random deviations is also included. The way how these deviations affect the precision of the 
working field of state-of-the-art galvanometer scanning systems for large areas is described 
in this chapter. An introduction to laser processing monitoring is also included. 
 
2.1 Laser basics 
A laser consists of an optical amplifying medium capable of emitting coherent radiation with 
wavelength up to 1 mm by means of stimulated emission [Iso94]. A schematic 
representation of a laser is shown in figure 2.1. Essentially a laser consists of a gain 
medium, pumping energy for achieving stimulated emission and an optical resonator. The 
gain medium, also called active medium or lasing medium, is made of different materials 
[Hec92] [DH90] [Sch90].  
1. Certain crystals doped commonly with neodymium, ytterbium and erbium or doped 
glasses like silicate or phosphate. 
2. Semiconductors, e.g. gallium arsenide (GaAs), indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs), or 
gallium nitride (GaN). 
3. Gases, e.g. mixtures of helium and neon (HeNe), nitrogen, argon, carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide. 
4. Liquids, in the form of dye solutions.  
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of a common laser. An optical resonator is constructed by 
placing a mirror on each side of the gain medium. A condition for the laser to function is that one of 
the mirrors is partial reflective while the other is high reflective. External energy is brought to into the 
gain medium to create excited states inducing stimulated emission. 
 
The optical resonator consists of a group of diverse mirrors placed in such a way that a 
“standing wave” cavity is formed. A standing wave is defined as a wave that remains in a 
constant position, however in a resonator the standing waves are formed when the 
electromagnetic waves begin to resonate and the waves superpose and form a standing-
wave pattern. The most typical of these arrangements is created when one mirror is placed 
on each side of the gain medium, as shown in figure 2.2. The pumping energy is delivered 
by different sources in many different configurations. It can be provided by different light 
sources, electric sources, chemical reactions, etc. Many lasers are pumped using flash or arc 
lamps located to the side of the gain medium (side-pumping). Lasers can be used to pump 
other lasers. Microwaves, electromagnetic radiation or electric glow discharge are 
commonly used to pump gas lasers.  
There are two ways of classifying lasers: they are commonly addressed by the type of gain 
medium they comprise: gas lasers (CO2, HeNe or KrF lasers), solid state lasers (crystal bars, 
fiber, semiconductors), dye lasers, etc., or by the duration of the emission they work at: 
lasers that operate with a steady average power and emit radiation over periods of time 
greater than or equal to 0.25 s are called continuous wave lasers. Pulsed lasers deliver 
energy in the form of single pulse or train of pulses. The duration of a pulse is less than 0.25 
s [Iso94].  
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Population inversion and stimulated emission 
Molecules, ions and atoms are explained by discrete energy states in quantum mechanical 
systems. The transitions between different energy levels can be associated with the 
emission or absorption of photons. The wavelength of the absorbed or emitted radiation is 
given by Bohr´s frequency relation [Köc06]: 
 ∆ X  Y  X ,.  2.1  and  are defined as a two energy levels.  is related to the upper level of energy and  to the lower one,  is the frequency of its associated electromagnetic wave, also 
named radian frequency [Ste10], and , is the Plank´s constant. In quantum mechanics an 
“excited state” is defined as an energy state in which the energy of a particle is higher than 
its lowest energy level. If a molecule, ion or atom is found in an excited energy state and it 
experiences a spontaneously energy decay into a lower energy state, the difference of 
released energy is transformed in a photon with a frequency equal to ,. This process is 
called spontaneous emission. Population inversion which allows amplifying light by 
stimulated emission, takes place when the number of particles in excited states is superior 
to the number of particles in lower energy states. Population inversion can be achieved 
when external energy (called pumping energy in laser technology) is transferred to the gain 
medium. Stimulated emission, described theoretically by [Ein16] occurs when photons, 
which have a frequency of  and energy which corresponds to the energy gap of an 
atomic system, interact with excited particles. During this interaction, the excited particles 
will drop to a lower energy level transferring the energy in form of a new photon with exactly 
the same characteristics of the original photon (frequency, polarization, phase and direction) 
as seen in figure 2.2. These factors are responsible of the high coherence of the lasers 
[Köc06]. 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the stimulated emission phenomena.  
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2.2 Basic concepts of the interaction between matter and laser light 
The light is a form of an electromagnetic radiation that can be classically treated and 
described as a sinusoidal oscillating electromagnetic wave (transverse wave) using 
Maxwell´s equations. It is also treated as a quantum mechanical stream of particles 
denominated photons.  
The interaction between laser radiation and materials allows locally deposition of a high 
amount of energy in a reduced time, which induces a change in the surface or in the bulk of 
materials. This interaction is determined mainly by the optical, mechanical and thermal 
properties of the target material and the laser parameters: power, time of irradiation, pulse 
duration, wavelength, fluence, etc. [Sui10]. The way in which this energy is absorbed by the 
material is described using the absorption coefficient and the reflectance. 
 
2.2.1 Transversal electromagnetic waves 
The simplest form of an electromagnetic wave can be obtained by solving the Maxwell´s 
wave equations developed in the middle of the 18ths [Max64]. The equations anticipate that 
waves do not need any medium to sustain their existent (propagation in vacuum). 
The Maxwell wave equation for electric and magnetic field is seen in equation 2.2 [Sil05]: 
 ∇ = 1 \\]  , 2.2 
where (R, S, +, ]) represents the amplitude of the magnetic or electric field transverse to the 
direction of propagation and is a function of space and time and  is a positive constant 
representing the velocity of the wave. Although the electric and magnetic fields propagate in 
the same direction at a given frequency &' and wavelength 2, their polarization is 
perpendicular respect to each other. 
The solution of the general wave equation is shown in the following equation: 
 (+, ]) = %^(_`0^'N),  2.3 
where /0 is the propagation constant defined as: 
 /0 = V = 27&' = 272  , 2.4 
 
Where 2 represents the wavelength, V is the angular frequency, &' is the frequency of the 
wave and  is the phase velocity.  Since the amplitude of the solution of the general wave 
equation is the same for every + for all values of R and S, the general wave equation is 
defined as a plane wave [Sil05].  
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The simplest way of representing a laser beam is by a plane wave propagating in a medium. 
It can be therefore considered as a plane wave, which is linearly polarized and 
monochromatic [Las06]. It can be written as follows:  
  = %^(ab 0^cN) ,  2.5 
where V is the angular frequency, 2 the wavelength and + the direction of propagation. 
 
2.2.2 Irradiance, refraction, reflection and absorption 
Irradiance 
The incident power of an electromagnetic radiation per unit area is defined as irradiance or 
intensity and it is measured in U/e². The intensity of a monochromatic light wave in a 
medium is given in terms of its electric field. It is calculated following the equation 2.6 
[Gri99]: 
 - =  ∗ 5 ∗ #2 ||,  2.6  is the complex amplitude of the electric field of the wave,  is the velocity of the light in 
the vacuum, 5 is the refractive index of the medium and # is the vacuum permittivity.  
 
Refraction and reflection 
The refraction is understood as a change of direction of a wave when the propagation 
medium changes. The frequency remains the same but the phase velocity changes. 
Refraction is described by Snell´s law. It relates the fraction of the sinuses of the angles of 
incidence and transmission with the fraction of the phase velocities and with the inverse 
fraction of the refraction indexes, see equation 2.7. 
 
 
sin JMsin JM =  = 55.  2.7 
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Figure 2.3. Representation of the refraction and reflection portions of an incident wave at the interface 
between two different media.  
 
The portion of reflected incident power in the interface is the reflectance and the refracted 
part is the transmittance Q. In figure 2.3 a schematic representation of incident, reflected 
and refracted light is seen. The reflection is defined as the change of direction of a wave at 
an interface between two media so that the wave returns to the medium in which it was 
originated. When the reflection angle is equal to the incident angle JM = JH  the reflection is 
called specular reflection [Sui10]. Specular reflection is separated in two cases since 
reflectance and the transmittance depend on wave polarization and can be described by the 
Fresnel equations [Sui10]: 
 
a. The polarization of the electric field of the incident beam is parallel to the plane which 
contains the incident, refracted and refracted rays. The light is said to be p-polarized: 
A = k5 l JM Y 5 l JM5 l JM m 5 l JMk = nn5o1 Y p
55 lq5 Jr Y 5 l JM5o1 Y p55 lq5 Jr m 5 l JMnn

.  
2.8 
 
b. The polarization of the electric field from the incident beam is perpendicular to the plane, 
which contains the incident, refracted and reflected rays. The light is said to be s-
polarized; from the German senkrecht (perpendicular): 
AM X k5 cos JM Y 5 cos JM5 cos JM m 5 cos JMk X nn5 cos J Y 5o1 Y p
55 sin JMr5 cos J m 5o1 Y p55 sin JMrnn

.  2.9 
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Absorption 
The absorption is defined as the way how the energy of electromagnetic waves is 
transferred to a medium normally by the interaction with electrons. In most cases the 
electromagnetic energy of the waves is transformed into energy in the form of thermal 
energy. When a monochromatic electromagnetic plane wave of frequency  crosses an 
atomic system with energy gap ℎ, then the population of the lower level of energy will 
decrease at a ratio proportional to the population of that level 4 as well as the radiation 
density () [Köc06]: 
 \4\] = Y()4 ,  2.10  is the Einstein´s  coefficient. The product of  () is the probability per frequency 
that transitions are induced by effect of the electromagnetic field. When the energy of the 
photons is very close to the energy of the band gap, the absorption is quite low because 
only the electrons at the valence band edge interact with the photons. When the energy of 
the photons is increased, more electrons can interact with them, even if they are not close 
to the band gap. The absorption is described using Beer’s law. It states: when a defined light 
wave with intensity - incides over a surface with a given thickness , the intensity of the 
light wave after crossing the material would have a reduced intensity -(+), being + the 
direction of the incident wave. The initial intensity - decays exponentially and proportionally 
depending on the material thickness and its characteristic absorption coefficient . The 
Beer´s law is mathematically expressed in the following equation: 
 -(+) = -%^uv0 .  2.11 
The absorption coefficient is defined as a property of materials which characterizes the 
amount of absorbed light. It determines how far the light of a particular wavelength will 
penetrate a material before being absorbed. 
 
2.3 Laser machining applications 
Depending on the effect the laser beam has on the materials, which is associated to the 
power and type of laser, the applications of laser machining of materials are grouped in 
micromachining or machining applications. The characteristics of pulsed lasers (high 
intensities, high peak powers, diverse pulse lengths, repetition rates and relative low heat 
penetration), make them ideal for micromachining applications while the high steady average 
power and high heat input into the materials of continuous wave lasers make them ideal for 
applications like cutting, welding or hardening.  
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2.3.1 Laser micromachining 
Micromachining of materials are fundamentally the processes in which very thin layers of 
material on the surface of a bulk are precisely modified, melted or ablated. The term laser 
ablation designates the effect of vaporizing material which is irradiated by laser beams. 
When the laser energy is absorbed for the material and the energy density is high enough, 
the temperature in the focus point rapidly increases away from the melting point and the 
formation of a blast wave and vaporized molecules results on the expulsion of molecules on 
the surface [Bas01]. Laser ablation is significantly affected by the properties of the material 
and its capacity to absorb laser energy. Depending on the properties of the material, 
wavelength and energy of the laser, different ablation rates can be achieved, being the 
ablation rate the total removed mass per laser pulse.  
When material is repeatedly ablated cutting or drilling processes of thin materials are 
possible. Laser drilling normally takes place by a combination of melting and ablation of 
material. Many factors like pulse shape, pulse duration and energy are important for drilling 
processes. The melted material is expelled due to gas pressure created as a result of the 
vaporization of material. It is important to find a compromise between material melting and 
ablation. These factors will affect directly the quality and speed of the process. Different 
mathematical models have been proposed in order to describe the phenomena and 
implications of temperature, pulse energy, pulse length and pulse shape [CM87] [KM9090] 
[GF97] [YZ01].  
The properties of the surface and bulk of materials can be modified by applying pulsed laser 
energy: hardness, strength, electrical conductivity or other properties can be influenced. The 
topography of the surface can be also changed in order to give the material new visual, anti-
bacterial or absorption properties. 
 
2.3.2 Laser machining 
Machining with laser is essentially the process of heating or melting material in order to 
change specific characteristics on it. These effects are induced by the capacity of the 
materials to absorb the electromagnetic energy of the laser light. By controlling the average 
power, spot size and processing velocity different processes like: hardening, cutting, 
welding, soldering and cladding can be achieved. 
Laser cutting 
The process of laser cutting was already used at the end of the 60’s to cut metals, this 
technology was implemented to process advanced materials, for example titanium for space 
applications. Short after that, when the CO2 commercial lasers were introduced, it was 
possible to processed materials like polymers or textiles. Basically the material temperature 
is increased to the melting point in a tiny spot in a reduced period of time, when the melting 
temperature is reached the material is expelled out with help of a gas (also for creating a 
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better cutting atmosphere and reducing oxidation). Some advantages of this process 
compared with other methods are: high speed, fine incisions, no cutting contact.  
Laser welding  
Material welding is the process for bonding different components (metals, polymers, 
composites, etc.). The energy concentrated at a reduced spot increases the temperature of 
the components to the melting point. For thick materials, for example, continuous wave 
lasers are preferred, since the amount of transferred heat is higher than the one for pulsed 
lasers. If the materials to weld are close enough, no filler material is required, which reduces 
the manufacturing costs. Some advantages of laser welding in comparison with other 
welding procedures are reduced heat affected zones, high speed and automation.  
Laser hardening 
Lasers are well known for hardening processes on ferrous materials with specific carbon 
content [Bon10]. The laser beam is used to increase the temperature of the surface of 
material just below the melting point for a short period of time. This temperature change 
causes the austenitization (formation of austenite) on the heated surface. In order to 
produce martensite (a very hard form of steel), the heated material must be rapidly cooled to 
avoid the material to return to its original crystallographic form. This process is called 
quenching. In laser hardening, a process named self-quenching occurs because the heated 
material is rapidly cooled by influence of the adjacent material.  
Laser cladding 
Laser cladding is the process of applying different coatings to the surface of other materials 
in order to improve its properties. The coating material is normally a metal or a composite 
which adds new anticorrosion, strength or tribological properties to the treated substrate. 
With the help of different nozzles and gases a mixture of powder is injected to the surface 
of the treated material. The laser beam increases the temperature of the mixture to the 
fusion point, and hence the melted material is deposited on the surface of the substrate, this 
method is called powder cladding. Furthermore, if a metallic wire is continuously introduced 
and melted with the laser and the resulting material is deposited on the surface of the 
substrate, the process is called wire cladding.  
Laser additive manufacturing 
Additive manufacturing methods, also known as 3D printing were developed to print objects 
in three dimensions. Different methods, among others, like: direct metal laser sintering, 
selective laser melting, laser stereolithography use the laser for creating 3D structures or 
objects. Generally, with the used of CAD/CAM software a 3D model is sliced in many thin 
layers. These layers are created step-by-step by curing or melting material with the laser. For 
example in the direct metal laser sintering method a metallic powder is sintered layer by 
layer with the laser to create metallic 3D structures used for different industries like: 
aerospace or medical. 
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2.4 Galvanometer scanning systems  
Galvanometer scanning systems, commonly called galvos, scanners or galvoscanners are 
beam positioning systems which hold at least one mirror mounted on a galvanometer for 
deflecting a laser beam over the working field. They increase velocity and efficiency of laser 
manufacturing processes and offer great reliability, precision and resolution for many 
processes. Industrial galvanometer scanning systems consist of two motion-controlled 
mirrors (R and S directions), software for processing information and create structuring paths 
and velocities and a servo-driver for controlling the galvanometers. A schematic 
representation can be seen in figure 2.4. Most of these galvos are built using moving 
magnets or soft iron shafts [XHD05]. Nevertheless, nowadays galvanometers have mainly 
two configurations depending on required performance between precision and velocity. The 
moving coil configuration improves the torque to inertia ratio and the moving magnet 
configuration has higher resonant frequency appropriate for galvanometers that range from 
single to more than 20 kHz [Cof10]. Galvanometers are equipped with dedicated electronic 
amplifiers and analog (optical or electrical) or digital (encoders) sensors for measuring the 
position of the shaft in real time.  
 
Figure 2.4. General representation of a galvanometer scanning system. After beam deflection, the 
laser beam is focused using a lens. 
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2.4.1 Inherent and random deviations of galvanometer scanning 
systems  
In galvanometer scanning systems two type of distortions are always present. The first 
group is known as inherent deviations. These deviations are related to the proper nature of 
the used optics and devices (spherical aberrations, diffraction limited optics, nonlinearities, 
etc.). The mounting mechanisms, temperature variations, alignment errors define the 
second group of deviations called random deviations [CCT09] [CC07] [XHD05]. Random and 
inherent deviations cause the image on the working field to be distorted. The effect of these 
deviations cause, pillow-shaped, barrel-shaped and pillow-barrel-shaped distortions as shown 
in figure 2.5. This distortions are asymmetrical in both directions R and S.  
 
             
Figure 2.5. Inherent and random deviations of galvanometer scanning systems. (a) Pillow shape 
deviation. (b) Barrel shape deviation. (c) Combination of both deviations. 
 
In order to understand better how these distortions appear and the way they are minimized, 
a basic mathematical analysis must be done. In figure 2.6, a basic construction of a 
galvanometer is depicted. The laser enters to the scanner and is deflected by the first mirror 
in R direction, after that, the laser beam is deflected once again by the second mirror in S 
direction. For simplicity the laser beam is consider to be focused. The focus point of the 
laser beam is in the (0,0) coordinate of the working field as observed in figure 2.6.  
 
a) b) c)  
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Figure 2.6. Schematic diagram of a galvanometer scanning system. For material processing, the laser 
spot must be remain constant at the processing plane. The principal problem of this configuration is 
the presence of defocusing error Fe.  
Let (R, S) be the coordinates in the working field. 
 
Let (JL, J>) be the deflection angles of the mirrors. 
 
Let  be the distance from the center of the first mirror to the center of the second one. 
 
Let  be the perpendicular distance from the center of the second mirror to the working 
field. 
 
Let  be the total travel distance of the laser beam from the center of the first mirror to the 
working field. 
 
Let $( be the position of the focus point.  
 
Let $% be the defocusing error. 
 
Considering that the galvanometers are orthogonally positioned the following formulation 
yields: 
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 R =  tan JL m o m S tan JL = { m cos J>| tan JL ,  2.12 
 S =  tan J>,  2.13 
  = }{ m o m S| m R,  2.14 
 $( =  m , 2.15 
 $% =  Y $(.  2.16 
 
 
Disadvantages  
 
Besides the defocusing error, it is clear to see from equations 2.12 and 2.13 that the 
position, therefore the velocity of the laser spot are non-linear since they depend on the 
tangents of the scanning angles. The defocusing problem can be avoided by using a 
Dynamic Focusing Module (DFM), which modifies the divergence of the laser beam 
depending on the position of the galvanometers, consequently the focus length. DFM is 
applicable only for processes which limited velocity (the dynamic of DFM units is limited) 
and long focus lengths, moreover by using a DFM the non-linear problem of position must 
be reduced by using much more challenging advance scanning algorithms. A DFM 
representation is depicted in figure 2.7 (a).  
A better method for solving the disadvantage of defocusing error and non-linear position and 
velocity is achieved using lenses with an integrated barrel distortion. These lenses are called 
flat-field objectives or commonly F-theta objectives. F-theta objectives consist of an array of 
different optical components, which are used for focusing the laser beam maintaining the 
focus plane constant over the complete working field. An example of this configuration is 
depicted in figure 2.7 (b). The position and velocity of the spot become linear depending only 
on the scanning angle S = &JM. The main disadvantage still is the introduction of a barrel 
distortion, see figure 2.5 (b). In laser technology, the assembly in which the laser beam is 
deflected after being focused is called Post Objective Scanning (POOS), as shown in figure 
2.7 (a). The assembly in which the laser beam is deflected before being focused is called 
Pre-objective scanning (PROS) pre-objective scanning, as shown in figure 2.7 (b) [Rol03]. 
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Figure 2.7. Galvanometer scanning system configurations. (a) Post-objective scanning approach. (b) 
Pre-objective scanning approach.  
 
Pre-compensating techniques 
The distortions presented in galvanometer scanning systems are reduced by applying 
compensating techniques. The scanning system field is treated as a linear function of two 
variables M = &(R, S in the focus plane, subsequently a multivariate interpolation method 
like bilinear interpolation or bicubic interpolation is used for finding a solution for the two 
dimensional function. The first assumption is that the value of the unknown function ~ X &R, S  at a point R, S has to be found. The second assumption is that the value of the 
function in four controlling points is known, accordingly: & X JL, J>, & XJL, J>, & X JL, J> and 	& X JL, J>, see figure 2.8. 
 
 
Figure 2.8. Distribution of known controlling points for approximating the value of an unknown 
function ~R, S using four controlling points CP,. 
a) b) 
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In order to approximate the function, the interpolations have to be calculated over each 
direction. The order of these interpolations yields the same results. For convention, the R 
direction is chosen as initial direction:  
 
 &R, S) = R Y RR Y R &() m R Y RR Y R &(),  2.17 
 
 &(R, S) = R Y RR Y R &() m R Y RR Y R &(),  2.18 
 
now interpolating in S direction: 
 ~ = &(R, S) = S Y SS Y S &(R, S) m S Y SS Y S &(R, S),  2.19 
 
 
&(R, S) = S Y SS Y S { R Y RR Y R &() m R Y RR Y R &()|m S Y SS Y S { R Y RR Y R &() m R Y RR Y R &()|. 
 
2.20 
 
The accuracy of these algorithms will depend on the accuracy and number of controlling 
points. A reduced number of controlling points yield to poor distortion correction, on the 
other hand, if the number of controlling points is too large the real-time capacity of the 
system is influenced. The correction map is calculated theoretically assuming basic 
characteristics of f-theta lens, working field size and scanning angles and it is improved by 
measuring methods. Higher order polynomial functions or different curve fitting methods 
can also be used for approximating the error function [XHD05] [CCT09] [CC07]. 
Nowadays the arduous competence among the scanning technology designers has 
stimulated a tremendous development on laser scanning technology. Different companies 
offer a very large range of galvanometer scanning systems. These devices are equipped 
with advance technology in order to reduce deviations. Digital closed-loop systems have 
been created in order to increase precision. Enhanced thermal designs together with 
temperature sensors, water or air-cooled galvanometer scanning units and advanced 
correction algorithms have reduced the effects of beam drift due to temperature effects.  
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2.4.2 Increasing the working field size in galvanometer scanning 
systems 
The achieved precision applying pre-compensating techniques (see section 2.4.1) is enough 
for most research and industrial applications in which galvanometer scanning systems are 
applied. Nevertheless, for some applications there exists the necessity of increasing the 
capacities of the galvanometer laser systems. Not only scanning velocity or accuracy are 
important, but also the working field size. In this section, the limitations of galvanometer 
systems are described as a drawback for increasing the working field size. Besides, state-of-
the-art approaches proposed in order to increase the working field size are also presented.  
2.4.2.1 General limitations of galvanometer scanning systems  
In order to understand the limitations of galvanometer scanning systems, basic 
characteristics like scanner dimensions, spot size, angular and linear resolution have to be 
defined: 
Scanner size 
In order to maintain a compromise between high precision and high velocity, the mass of 
the mirrors must be relative small. Consequently, the size of the mirrors and scanner unit is 
limited and therefore the scanning working field. The total optical deflection angle of 
scanning units depends from each manufacturer and application nonetheless scanning units 
are commonly offered with a maximum optical deflection of ±0.35 .  
Since the dynamic of the overall system is compromised if the size of the scanning unit is 
increased and the price of larger optics increase exponentially with its size, the only 
expected possibility for increasing the working field would be by increasing the focus length. 
Spot size and angular resolution 
Laser machining depends on focused laser beams. The narrower the laser spot is, the finer 
the structures can be created. The first approximation is to consider a laser beam as an ideal 
Gaussian beam. The theoretically spot size can be calculated using an approximation of the 
beam divergence [Dua13]. The spot size estimation is approximated as follows: 
 B+EFGH.~2 = 2 ∗ 2/7JK. 
 
2.21 
Considering other beam characteristics like beam divergence or thermal factors it is possible 
to better approximate the spot size. A better approximation for calculating the spot size of 
focused laser beams is made using the concept of laser beam quality derived by Anthony E. 
Siegman. In [Sie93] a quality dimensionless parameter ² is defined and can be used to 
compare the characteristics of different laser beams. This parameter specifies if a beam is 
close to its fundamental mode (Gaussian beam) and is defined as follows: 
 B+² = ² ∗ 42&7. 2.22 
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Angular resolution is one of the most important parameters when acquiring scanner units. 
Today, scanner precision depends strongly on the type of sensor is used for measuring the 
position of the shaft and the capacity of maintaining the temperature as constant as 
possible. Most recent designs include digital encoders for measuring the position of the 
shaft and increase the angular resolution. The quality and capabilities of the servo-drivers 
also affect the overall precision. The majority of the scanners in the market work with the 
XY2-100 communications protocol. It is a serial interface working with 20-bit words send to a 
speed of 2 Mbit/s. 16 bit are used for sending data, three bits for control signals and the last 
one for the parity. The minimal angular movement of the mirrors, therefore its angular 
resolution is given in “bits”, which means discrete angle increments. The angular resolution 
of every galvanometer scanning device over its total deflection range  is calculated as 
follows: 
  X 2= , 
 
2.23 
where 46 specifies the number of data bits. 
For example a common 20-bits XY2-100 device which number of data bits is equal to 16 and 
the deflection range ±0.35  the resolution is: 
  = ∗. ~11 μ.  
 
2.24 
Some manufactures are offering scanner units with enhanced XY2-100 protocols with 
resolutions of 18 bit (~3 µrad) [Sup15] or even 20 bit (~0.7 µrad) [Int15]. However, special 
servo-drivers must be acquired together with the scanning units, what considerably 
increases the total costs. 
Since the spot size is directly proportional to the focus length & and inversely proportional to 
the diameter of the raw beam , see equation 2.22. By increasing the focus length, the 
spot size becomes larger subsequently the size of the finest feature cannot be achieved. 
Additionally, if the focus length is increased, the linear resolution decreases affecting directly 
the precision of final structuring. In section 2.4.1 was seen that F-theta objectives are used 
to transform angular to linear movement. Using its effective field of view (EFOV) and 
assuming that its optical scan angle is the same as the typical optical deflection of the 
galvanometers (both characteristically manufacturers parameters), the effective linear 
resolution is calculated as follows: 
 1 =  .  2.25 
For instance, the linear resolution for a 100 mm x 100 mm EFOV is about 1.5 µm and for a 
300 mm x 300 mm EFOV is about 4.6 µm.  
In addition to the already described limitations, the deformations caused by temperature 
changes are one of the major concerns by the laser technology. All resolution values given 
by manufactures commonly consider a temperature variation <  1 . for 16-bit resolution 
without additional controlling card. Most of the research facilities are not capable to maintain 
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a variation of the temperature in less than one Kelvin, which unavoidable leads to larger 
inaccuracies. Furthermore, the laser process itself generates dilatation of the materials due 
to temperature variations. High power applications lead inevitable to use air or water cooling 
systems, which also increases enormously the overall costs. 
Different approaches have been already studied in order to increase the working field by 
maintaining the same beam parameters of velocity, spot size, focus length and resolution. 
There are essentially two possibilities for increasing the size of the working field and 
maintain the same structuring parameters. The first one is by using more than one 
galvanometer scanning unit and the second one is by coupling coordinates tables to a 
galvanometer scanning system (hybrid systems) and dividing the complete working field in 
smaller sub-working fields. The latter is divided in stop-and-repeat processing and on-the-fly 
processing. In next sections, these approaches are analyzed. 
2.4.2.2 Multi-scanner systems  
Basically, the working field is divided in smaller sub-working fields B$D. Each sub-working 
field is processed by an independent galvanometer scanning system. In order to cover the 
complete working field, each sub-working field must share a small area between two 
scanners as seen in figure 2.9 (a) [Twi15]. 
 
         
Figure 2.9. Multi-scanner systems. (a) The working field is shared by two or more galvanometer 
scanner systems. (b) Example of a double galvanometer scanning system from ARGES GmbH 
[Twi15]. 
The main disadvantage of this configuration is that the laser power has to be shared among 
all the scanners, which make impossible the laser scanning systems to work independently 
without installing an extra shutter to avoid laser processing when not required. The 
percentage of power by a non-working scanning head is lost. Another possibility by the 
multi-scanner option is to use a laser system for each scanning unit. The advantage in 
comparison with the previous method is to have independently control over each laser 
process.  
a) b) 
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Disadvantages 
By using multi-scanner systems increases unavoidable the overall costs, moreover the 
inherent and random distortions of each scanner and optic are different which implies the 
reduction of overall precision and introduce the so-called stitching errors between sub-
working fields. A stitching error is the lack of continuity or excessive overlap of a given 
structure in the common area of two sub-working fields. This creates the necessity of an 
extensive correction strategy to decrease the errors. The scanning unit must be tuned and 
individual correction tables must be calculated and improved. Some manufactures offer 
integrated scanning units like the one seen in figure 2.9 (b) [Twi15]. Unfortunately for most 
of the research and development facilities, the temperature is a factor, which cannot be 
controlled, for that reason, random deviations caused by temperature variations are not 
controllable and stitching errors are always present. An extra processing phase must be 
included in order to correct the stitching errors, which once more increases the costs and 
processing times. 
2.4.2.3 Hybrid systems 
The second possibility for increasing the working field by galvanometer scanning systems 
maintaining the same spot size characteristics is synchronizing a coordinates table with a 
galvanometer scanning system. The axes of the coordinates table are defined as the main 
axes (low dynamic device) and the ones of the galvanometer scanning system as the 
redundant axes (high dynamic device). The complete scanning area will depend on the 
dimensions of the coordinates table. The working field must be divided in e sub-working 
fields B$D whose dimensions are smaller than the complete scanning field of the 
galvanometer scanning system B$D < BU$. A common area or overlap between two sub-
working fields must be defined in order to assure complete processing field. From this 
approach, two variants are obtained: Stop-and-repeat and On-the-fly processing. 
Stop-and-repeat processing 
The stop-and-repeat processing can be defined as a discrete laser processing method in 
which the working piece is positioned over each sub-working field B$D and the laser 
processing takes place when the working piece is immobile. After one sub-working field is 
processed, the working piece is positioned in the subsequent sub-working field B$D and 
the laser processing takes place once more. This is repeated until the entire working field is 
covered. The laser processing of the working field depends only on the dynamic of the 
galvanometer scanning system. The coordinates table is only used for positioning the 
working piece in the subsequent sub-working field. In figure 2.10, a schematic 
representation of a stop-and-repeat method is depicted. In this representation the working 
field was divided in four sub-working fields, one overlap section for each direction  and  is 
defined for covering the complete working field. The processing time of the complete 
processing is equal to the sum of the processing times of each sub-working field and the 
addition of the positioning time from one sub-working field to the next one. 
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Figure 2.10. Representation of the stop-and-repeat approach. SF1 and SF2 represent the sub-working 
field 1 and 2 respectively.  
 
Disadvantages 
Similar to the case of multi-scanning units, the inherent and random deviations of the 
scanner introduce also slightly variations in the working field BU$. Additionally to this, the 
precision of the coordinates table and the mechanical deviations between both devices 
(Pitch, Yaw and Roll deviations, incorrect parallelism between scanner and table, 
orthogonality between coordinates systems) imply the reduction of overall precision and 
introduce stitching errors between sub-working fields. In order to reduce these stitching 
errors an extensive correction strategy for scanner and coordinates table must be 
performed. High precision scanners and tables must be coupled for achieving smaller 
stitching errors. Long and difficult alignment procedures must be also performed. The high 
costs of high-precision and high-dynamic coordinate’s tables and scanners are inevitable. 
Similar to the case of multi-scanners, the temperature is a factor, which cannot be 
controlled, for that reason, random deviations caused by temperature variations are not 
controllable and stitching errors are always present. An extra processing phase must be 
included in order to correct the stitching errors. The overall precision cannot be better than 
the poorest accuracy (table or scanner). 
On-the-fly systems 
In order to reduce in some extend the problems of stitching and increase the processing 
velocity by reducing the positioning time necessary by the stop-and-repeat approach, an 
improved method named on-the-fly approach was developed. This method takes the 
advantage of the dynamic of both, the coordinates table and the scanner device for 
processing the working field. The positioning of the laser spot takes place by combining the 
relative movements of the table and the scanner. Contrary to the stop-and-repeat approach, 
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a very exhaustive path planning must be calculated before the processing is done. The 
dynamic of every device must be perfectly known and estimation models constructed to 
calculated structuring trajectories. In figure 2.11 a schematic representation of an on-the-fly 
approach is seen 
In this approach, accelerations and jerks are separated in high dynamic and low dynamic 
variables. Using different algorithms the high dynamic movements are filtered considering 
the acceleration and jerk limits of the device to obtain a smoother trajectory. This trajectory 
can also be interpolated by a spline for increasing its smoothness [Wag12]. The high 
dynamic movements are calculated by subtracting the smooth trajectory from the main 
trajectory. This is reduced to an optimization problem for kinematical redundant devices in 
which one objective is to maximize processing velocity without exceeding jerks and 
accelerations limits of the low dynamic component and the other to guarantee maximum 
dynamic for positioning and structuring inside a large working field without compromising 
precision.  
 
Figure 2.11. Representation of on-the-fly approach. SF1, SF2, SF3 and SF4 represent the sub-working 
field 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 
 
The dynamic working field, characterized with diagonal lines, represents the relative 
movement between the coordinates table and the scanner. As a requirement for whole 
structuring, the working field must be defined larger than the half of the scanning working 
field [Wag12]. The on-the-fly approach is applied normally for roll-to-roll processes, in which 
continuously feeding of material at constant velocity occurs [Ipg15] [Tru15] [Rof15].  
Disadvantages  
The main disadvantages of this method are related to the dimensions and scanning direction 
of the dynamic working field. Only contours inside the working field in one direction will be 
processed. If there are structures sharing sub-working fields in both directions 
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discontinuities problems can also appear. In figure 2.12 a possible scenario is depicted. For 
covering the whole laser processing, the dynamic working field is moved around the 
complete sample. Twelve sub-working fields are necessary for covering the whole sample. 
Areas which share overlap  have the possibility of presenting stitching errors. 
 
Figure 2.12. On-the-fly approach for processing structures when the size of the working piece 
exceeds the scanner working field in both directions. 
 
In order to minimize these drawbacks other strategies must be adopted. The conception of 
multi-axis systems, as the one in figure 2.13 [Hel12] and the development of advance 
software to create a complete scanning strategy in which only close contours are inside the 
dynamic working field must be developed. A contribution for trajectory optimization for 
redundant kinematic devices with limited jerks and accelerations for the laser technology are 
analyzed in [Bar11]. An adapted on-the-fly strategy for both axes should be used. Long 
uninterrupted structures must be processed mainly with the low dynamics device and sharp 
and very small structures with the high dynamics device.  
 
The disadvantage of such systems keeps being the excessive costs for a complete solution. 
The overall precision cannot be better than the poorest accuracy (table or scanner) and still 
depends on alignment of the coordinates table, orthogonality between both devices, scaling 
factors, accuracy of the estimation model, inherent deviations and angular resolution of 
scanner. For given structures, in which a closed contour is not possible, would exist 
unavoidable stitching errors. Also for this approach, random deviations caused by 
temperature variations are not controllable, stitching errors are always present and thermal 
drift would cause 2D degradation. For new applications, mainly for micromachining 
applications for which larger working fields are necessary, new methods for increasing the 
working field assuring the same precision, structures continuity and spot characteristics are 
required.  
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Figure 2.13. Design of a versatile “on-the-fly” device for material cutting [Hel12]. Material to be cut is 
delivered by a linear axis at constant velocity. Two galvanometer systems are mounted in the upper 
part on linear axis for positioning them perpendicularly to feeding direction. Compensated control 
signals for positioning the laser spot are calculated using software. 
 
2.5 Laser process monitoring  
Laser process monitoring has been already used in order to control some process variables. 
Different monitoring [JY05] [CD12] [SS09] systems have been proposed for the laser 
welding industry in order to adjust power, scanning velocity and peak powers in real time. 
This is done analyzing welding keyholes characteristics. In this section two approaches for 
laser monitoring are described. The advantage of coaxially coupled monitoring is described.  
 
2.5.1 External camera approach 
The first method for monitoring different industrial processes is using an external camera 
and illumination devices as illustrated in figure 2.14. In figure 2.14 (a), a common approach 
for observing the end result of a process is by means of a camera placed perpendicularly to 
the working piece. However, this approach is only used for quality control purposes, since 
the process is not directly observed. Correction of processing variables can only be done 
after the result of the processing is analyzed.  
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Figure 2.14. External monitoring approaches. (a) Quality control approach. (b) On-line analysis 
approach.  
 
The subsequent option for observing a process is by placing a camera as depicted in figure 
2.14 (b). This option presents the advantage to observe the process in real time. 
Nevertheless, this approach has also one disadvantage called keystone effect. The keystone 
effect is a distortion problem which appears essentially when the object plane and the focal 
plane of the camera are not parallel to each other. The distortion is approximated by [Joh15]: 
   X cos∈ YU&/2cos∈ mU&/2, 2.26 
 
where " denotes the angle between the object plane and the main axis of the camera, U& 
represents the width of focus. There is the possibility of using correction software in order 
to minimize the distortions due to perspective, for example Hugin®, Photoshop® or GIMP®. 
The central idea is to correct images of structures. One of the requirements for this is to 
have vertical and horizontal references for the correction to work, for example: columns, 
lampposts, vertical edges of walls, etc. In the case when other kind of images which do not 
contain these edges, reference points must be added. Principal advantages of this approach 
are the relative low costs of implementation and easiness of construction. 
 
2.5.2 Coaxially coupled approach 
In order to reduce perspective distortions and to become on-line information about the 
actual processing, another approach has to be used. Coaxially coupled vision and illumination 
systems have already been successfully built and tested in diverse laser processing 
applications [RJ07] [BN09] [KK99]. In order to maintain the same processing characteristics 
a) b) 
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such systems analyze the properties of the melt pool and correct some process variables as 
scanning velocity, power, etc. [CM87] [KM9090] [GF97] [YZ01]. Basically dichroic mirrors are 
introduced in the laser beam paths in order to couple camera and illumination systems. An 
example of a coupled system is depicted in figure 2.17 [Fra13].  
 
Figure 2.15. Coaxially coupled monitoring approach for laser processing. The working head is coupled 
using dichroic lenses for separating working and illuminating wavelengths [Fra13].  
 
With the intention of protecting the CMOS or CCD sensors from the laser source, the 
illumination systems as well as the dichroic elements are selected so that the working and 
illumination wavelengths are different, furthermore the camera is protected with band pass 
filters [JY05] [CD12]. Since the aim of these systems is to monitor the characteristics of a 
melt pool, position precisions of some hundreds of microns is allowed.  
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3  STRATEGY FOR REDUCING INHERENT AND 
RANDOM DEVIATIONS FOR LARGE AREA PROCESSING  
In this chapter the theoretical development of the novel strategy for reducing inherent 
deviations using error vectors in galvanometer scanning systems for large areas is 
presented. The aim of this method is to guarantee structure continuity and the same relative 
precision over the complete working field maintaining the same laser spot characteristics. 
The definition of target and measured critical points and mathematical transformations as 
basic tools for deviation reduction are introduced. Different approaches for reducing inherent 
deviations are developed for this purpose: arithmetic mean transformation, individual 
correction transformation, an iterative inverse distance weighting transformation and a 
stitching approach denominated “Auto-stitching”. The necessity of a vision system in order 
to analyze critical points and calculate new relative coordinates is also described. At the end 
of the chapter an integrated design together with a supervisory platform for reducing 
inherent deviations in galvanometer scanning systems for large areas is conceived. 
 
3.1 Mathematical background 
 
Linear mapping and transformation matrix 
A linear mapping, also called linear transformation between two vector spaces T and U, is a 
function Q: T → U such that for every  ∈ T , there is a unique object Q() ∈ U and where 
the following holds:  
 Q( m ) = Q() m Q(), 
 
3.1 
 Q(α) = αQ(). 3.2 
If T and U have the same dimension, it is possible for Q to be invertible, that means that 
there exists a Q^  such that Q Q Y 1 = -. It is always the case that Q(0)  =  0. 
In linear algebra linear mappings can be represented using matrices. If Q is a linear mapping T to TD and R is a vector with 5 entries, we have: 
 Q(R) = (R), 3.3 
for a matrix A with dimension n x m called the transformation matrix of T.  
Different linear transformations can be represented by transformation matrices, which are 
also better suitable for handling and computing. Some examples of transformations are 
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translation, which consists of an offset with no rotation or any distortion. A translation is an 
operation for changing the position of the points of an object from a Euclidean space using 
the same translation vector for all points. To translate an object by a vector , each 
homogeneous vector (R, S) can be multiplied by this translation matrix of the form: 
  R′S′¢ = £1 0 L0 1 >0 0 1 ¤ ¥
RS1¦ = £R m LR m >1 ¤. 
 
3.4 
The rotation is the transformation of turning a coordinates system (or objects) by an angle 
 
around a fixed point. By turning the coordinates system, the components will preserve the 
orientation. There are different possibilities of representing the rotation of bodies (or 
coordinates), for example, quaternions or using the Euler angles representation. A simple 
way of representing a rotation of a Euclidian space in 2 dimensions by an angle 
 about the 
origin can be written in matrix form as follows:  
  R′S′¢ =  cos 
 Ysin 
sin 
 cos 
 ¢ §RS¨, 3.5 
 
resulting on new coordinates R’ and S’: 
 x« = x cos 
 Y y sin 
 y« = x sin 
 m y cos 
 . 3.6 
 
The direction of rotation is counterclockwise for positive 
 angles and clockwise if negative. 
Arithmetic mean 
The arithmetic mean, called also average, is a mean value obtained after dividing the sum of 
the elements contained in a list by the number of elements and it is used as a measure of 
certain tendency [Har94]. Arithmetic mean is mathematically depicted in equation 3.9.   
  = 15 ­ ® = 15 ( m  m ⋯ m  ). 
 
 
3.7 
Interpolations 
Interpolating is the mathematical process of calculating new data points using a set of 
known data points. Interpolation can also be used to estimate the value of a function 
between two or more points of the same function. The simplest interpolation using two 
values to estimate an intermediate value of a function is known as a linear interpolation.  
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For the points R, S) and (R, S) the interpolation at a given point (R, S) is: 
 S = S m (S Y S) R Y RR Y R,  3.8 
 
   S Y S(S Y S) = R Y RR Y R.  3.9 
 
  
 
  
 
3.2 Description of the strategy  
In this work, a novel method for minimizing stitching deviations for large areas by analyzing 
working field coordinates using error vectors in laser structuring systems is introduced. With 
help of algorithms and mathematical transformations different correction attempts are 
performed. Initially an error vector as a function of measured coordinates has to be 
constructed. With the help of this vector a transformation matrix will be estimated and new 
structuring coordinates calculated. 
 
Definitions 
Let SF± be a section of a complete working field called sub-working field. 
Let F² and F´² be two vector spaces of n elements each containing the elements for re-
constructing the structures in a sub-working field SF±. 
Let T be a linear transformation between these two vector spaces T: F² → F´². 
Let C @³² be a column vector called “target critical points vector” of n elements. Each C@³, C@³, … C@³² containing two elements C@³² = (x³², y³²). 
Let C @µ² be a column vector called “measured critical points vector” of n number of 
elements. Each C@µ, C@µ, … C@µ² containing two elements C@µ² = (xµ², yµ²). 
Let E · = (C@³² -C@µ² ) be a column vector called the error vector. 
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Figure 3.1. Graphic representation of the correction steps of the novel strategy for reducing stitching 
errors for large area processing. (a) The working field is analyzed and partitioned in m sub-working 
fields and a “common analysis area” is defined in the border of every sub-working field. (b) The 
required structures are divided and “critical points” defined for image reconstruction. (c) New 
structuring coordinates are processed.  
 
The strategy is divided in five main steps: 
i. Preprocessing stage: Initial configuration for controller, scanner, camera and marking 
software will be loaded. The working field will be divided in e sub-fields B$D, see figure 
3.1 (a). Each sub-field contains different structures to be machined. A 5 number of 
structures, denoted as $ are located between two sub-fields in an area defined as 
“common analysis area”, see figure 3.1 (a). In this area a 5 number of controlling points , , …  named “target critical points” will also be located. The “target critical 
a) 
b) 
c) 
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points” are defined using the end points of the microstructures themselves, see figure 
3.1 (b). The critical points will be then used for future corrections.  
 
ii. Processing of sub-field ¹º»: with help of processing software, pilot laser and 
coordinates table, the initial coordinates of the sub-working field B$ will be found and the 
corresponding structures $ will be processed. 
 
iii. Analysis of critical points: the working piece is then positioned at the sub-working field B$D. With help of the scanner and a coaxially coupled vision system the relative 
coordinates R, S of every “measured critical point” , , …  will be 
localized in the “common analysis area” and compared with its corresponding “target 
critical point”  = (R, S), see figure 3.1 (b). The measured deviation of every 
critical point is saved in an errors vector   (equation 3.10) for future processing:  
 
 
   = ¼ L  >½ = ¾%L %>%L %>⋮%L ⋮%>À = ¾
R Y R S Y SR Y R S Y S⋮R Y R ⋮S Y SÀ.  3.10 
 
A transformation matrix Q will be constructed using different approaches (see following 
section) and the corresponding vector space $´  in sub-working field B$D calculated as 
follows:  
 
 $′ = Q $.  
 
3.11 
iv. Processing sub-field ¹ºÁ»: after new structures $´ are calculated, the subsequent 
sub-field B$D will be processed see figure 3.1 (c). Steps 3 to 6 will be repeated until the 
complete working field is finished.  
 
v. Actualization of correction table and evaluation of results: the correction table will be 
actualized using the information contained in the error vector  . Finally resulting 
microstructures are analyzed with an optical microscope. Measured deviations and new 
correction data can be saved in to the laser scanning system in order to improve relative 
precision. 
 
3.3 Correction approaches for minimizing stitching errors 
Different approaches will be developed and adapted in order to improve structures 
transitions between two sub-working fields. A transformation matrix Q will be computed 
correspondingly to the used correction strategy. An arithmetic mean transformation, an 
individual position transformation, an iterative inverse distance weighting algorithm and an 
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Auto-stitching approach will be used for reducing stitching errors. The description of these 
methods is presented in the following section. 
 
 
3.3.1 Arithmetic mean transformation  
The initial approach for reducing deviations will be performed using the arithmetic mean (see 
equation 3.7). After the initial sub-working field was processed and the substrate was 
positioned in the following sub-working field B$D, the critical points will be analyzed using 
the vision system and the error vector constructed, see equation 3.10.  
The arithmetic mean of each column vector contained in the error vector   will be calculated 
and applied to the microstructures of the subsequent sub-working field: 
 QD  X ÂL >Ã X £15­%L

®
15­%>

® ¤, 
 
 
3.12 
for q = 1: 5 yield: 
 $«, = ¾1 0 0 L000 100 010
>01 À ¾
$L,$>,01 À = ¾
$L, m L$>, m >01 À. 
 
3.13 
Once the transformation is done, the sub-working field B$D will be processed and the 
results analyzed with optical microscope. 
 
3.3.2 Individual correction transformation  
In this method every structure will be corrected by applying a transformation which relates a 
unique error vector for each structure. After the initial sub-working field was processed and 
the substrate was positioned in the following sub-working field B$D, the critical points will 
be analyzed using the vision system and the error vector constructed, see equation 3.10. 
Afterwards new structures $«,  in the subsequent sub-working field B$D are 
approximated using the following algorithm: 
 
for q = 1: 5 yield: 
 
 $«, = ¾1 0 0 %L000 100 010
%>01 À ¾
$L,$>,01 À = ¾
$L, m %L$>, m %>01 À. 3.14 
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Once the transformation is done, the working field B$D will be processed and the results 
analyzed with optical microscope. 
 
3.3.3 Iterative inverse distance weighting  
Spatial interpolation algorithms are used for interpolating functions with more than one 
variable. For this work the inverse distance weighting method for interpolating unknown 
structure coordinates is used [She68]. Inverse distance weighting is an easy straightforward 
interpolation method used commonly in geostatistical analysis. It is assumed that each data 
point in the vicinity has an effect that weakens with distance, which means that the points 
far away have less influence [Bol15]. The algorithm is denoted in equations 3.15 and 3.16. 
 
Definitions 
Let (, be the known coordinates used for approximating the interpolation. 
Let $((,) be the value of the function in the know coordinates. 
Let  be the inverse of the distance to the known coordinate.   is a positive real number called the power parameter, which is a smoothing factor. + are the unknown functions: 
 
 + = ∑ $((,)=®∑ =® , 3.15 
 
  = 1(, (,)ÅÆ . 
 
3.16 
Applying this algorithm a new correction table can be calculated in an on-line step between 
the actual sub-working field B$D  and the subsequent sub-working field B$D and the 
stitching error reduced. This algorithm can be programmed in order to iterate until a defined 
minimum deviation is found. During every iteration a new correction table is calculated and 
saved in the scanning system, this would improve the relative accuracy between sub-
working fields. A new iterative method for reducing inherent deviations in galvanometer 
scanning systems for large areas is developed. The correction points can be actualized by 
using the measured critical points. New correction points for every measured section in the 
correction table could be improved every time.  
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3.3.4 Auto-stitching  
The Auto-stitching approach is performed using piecewise-functions. A piecewise function is 
defined by multiple sub-functions. These sub-functions are definite only for certain intervals. 
In this approach a new piecewise function is built. The original structures contained in $ 
will be used to construct part of the piecewise  
function $«,. The corresponding part of this function will be built using a linear 
interpolation between the critical measured points  and the critical target points  as 
function intervals. 
 
For the case R < R and from q = 1: l being l de number of structures in the working field 
yield: 
 $«, = ÇS m (R Y R) §>ÈÉ^>ÊÉLÈÉ^LÊÉ¨$,           R ≤ R < RR ≥ R Í, 3.17 
 
For the case R < R, S < S and q = 1: l yield: 
 
 $«, = Î R$,          S ≤ S < SR ≥ R Ï, 3.18 
 
For the case R < R, S > S and q = 1: l yield: 
 
 $«, = Î R$,          S ≤ S < SR ≥ R Ï, 3.19 
 
Notice that this analysis was made for the case that the common area is found in   direction. The same analysis is made for the case that the common area is found in the  
direction.  
This new denominated “Auto-stitching” approach can be applied in galvanometer scanning 
applications for large areas in order to avoid extra stitching phases. In these applications only 
the continuity of the structures should be important, for example when different conductive 
surfaces have to be joint or separated in any electronic application. The stitching corrections 
are calculated before the laser process in the sub-working field B$D takes place. An 
interpolation of a higher order can also be used for smoothing the transitions points between 
two working fields. 
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3.4 Vision system conceptualization  
Different approaches for reducing deviations for large area processing were introduced in 
section 3.2. Requirement for these methods to be verified is to construct an error matrix 
using target and measured coordinates. In order to compare target and measured 
coordinates a novel coaxial coupled vision system should be develop. Contrary to the used 
vision systems for process monitoring (see section 2.5), which precisions of hundreds of 
microns and chromatic aberrations are not that important, the proposed vision system must 
have special optical characteristics for improving precision and avoiding chromatic 
aberrations for achieving its tasks. By using the same wavelength for both, the structuring 
and analysis stages not only the problem of chromatic aberrations is avoided, but also an 
extra mapping function between the camera and working field coordinates systems. By 
using the same laser source for illumination, the necessity of including an extra laser source 
is discarded. By introducing divergent optics the laser spot is used not only as processing 
spot, but also as illuminating spot. This component should also reduce the intensity of the 
beam in order to protect the camera system. This element can be coupled and decoupled 
for the processing stage. The illumination system must have two configurations, one for 
processing and one for illuminating. This make mandatory to pay additional attention on the 
security for the camera and illuminations optics, since the relative high peak powers of the 
laser could damage them. When the illuminating component is decoupled and laser 
parameters are selected with minimal peak power settings the processing laser can be used 
as a pilot laser. This pilot laser improves and facilitates the measurements of coordinates. In 
figure 3.2 is possible to observe a schematic representation of the vision system´s 
configurations. The processing configuration, see figure 3.2 (a), excludes the illumination 
optics and includes a shutter for the security of the camera and optics, when the laser is 
operated with high peak powers.  
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Figure 3.2. Schematic representation of the proposed coaxially vision system for reducing stitching 
errors. Special illumination optics is used in order to change the characteristics of the processing laser 
and illuminate the working field. (a) Structuring configuration. (b) Image analysis configuration.  
 
In figure 3.2 (b), the analysis configuration can be observed. The illumination optics is 
introduced to the beam path and the laser is programmed to work to minimal peak powers. 
The shutter can be open and the recognition of structures on the working field can take 
place.   
 
3.5 Hybrid laser processing system design   
A broad solution for reducing inherent and random deviations in galvanometer scanning 
systems will be developed. Advantages of using coaxially coupled monitoring systems were 
analyzed in last sections. Using the same wavelength for illuminating the working field 
avoids using other laser sources for illumination and the necessity of constructing an 
additional error map for minimizing chromatic aberrations. By applying different 
mathematical transformations, the stitching errors should be reduced. In this section, a 
design of a system is proposed. Necessary elements for this construction are briefly 
described.  
In figure 3.3, a 3D design of the structuring and vision system developed in commercial CAD 
software is shown. A dichroic element customized for working with the same wavelength of 
a) 
b) 
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the laser must be used in order to couple the vision system with the structuring system. 
Only a low percentage of the reflected light from the working field is again reflected by this 
element and directed to the vision system, for that reason this element should be mounted 
as close as possible to the galvanometer scanning system to improve the brightness of the 
analyzed image. A robust base for the collimator will be designed and constructed. A linear 
stage should be also used in order to couple the illumination optics when necessary. This 
construction is thought to be versatile and easily installable in other existing structuring 
platforms. Not only the laser stage is constructed using adjusting mirrors for controlling the 
parallelism and axiality of the laser beam, but also the vision system in order to adjust the 
field of view from the vision system to the effective working field of the structuring system.  
 
 
Figure 3.3. Hybrid laser processing system. 3D design of the structuring and coaxially coupled device. 
Processing device, adjusting optics, dichroic element, vision system and scanning unit are shown. 
 
3.6 Supervision platform  
The overall processing, control and communication tasks must be administrated by 
dedicated software. This software should contain pre-processing, processing and post-
processing stages. The main platform comprises the initializations parameters of the whole 
program. The drivers for the camera, scanner, laser, and image processing and coordinates 
table are loaded from this library. Different settings should be configured in this library like 
working field size, sub-working field’s size, positioning velocity, parameters for illumination 
and image recognition, etc. A vital part of the program will be a control library. From here, 
the instructions for the modules are generated. The communication with laser and scanner 
software takes also place. A link among the main platform, the image processing library and 
the interpolator should allow the correction of coordinates. The image processing platform 
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will analyze the target and measured critical points and will deliver the error vector to the 
interpolator. The interpolator will calculate the coordinates transformation and finally the 
modified microstructures will be actualized. A block diagram of the software is depicted in 
figure 3.4. 
 
 
Figure 3.4. Block diagram of the supervision platform. A main platform for supervising the whole 
process is defined. Control, interpolator and image processing libraries will interchange information for 
reducing stitching errors. 
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In this chapter, a description of the experimental set-up and its characteristics are described. 
The micromachining arrangement for the experimental analysis was built using conventional 
optic and devices. Laser, coordinates table, scanner and controlling hardware are described 
in this chapter. A special section containing the characteristics of the required vision system 
is included.  
 
4.1 Description of devices 
4.1.1 Laser system 
For the experimental set-up a Multiwave-1064 nm MOPA-M-HP Pulsed Fiber Laser with a 
maximum power of 20 W is used, see figure 4.1. It is based on a master-oscillator-power-
amplifier (MOPA) architecture. It is a versatile laser, which offers laser leakage suppression, 
temporal laser dynamics, ASE suppression, pulse shaping, trigger and gating technologies. 
All of these characteristics make possible real-time control over operating conditions, making 
this laser flexible for many applications like scribing, trimming, marking and general 
micromachining. The laser parameters can be selected via digital (or analog) inputs using 
different controlling cards providing TTL signals. 
 
Figure 4.1. Multiwave-1064 nm MOPA-M-HP laser. Master-oscillator-power-amplifier (MOPA) 
architecture with a wavelength of 1064 nm and an average power of 20 W [Mul10]. 
 
The Multiwave laser emits at a center wavelength of 1064 nm and peak powers near to 15 
kW and average power of 20 W. it is equipped with a collimator, which offers a raw beam of 
7 mm. The user can select pulse widths in the range of 10 ns to 200 nm with pulse 
repetition frequencies from single shot to 500 kHz [Mul10].  
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4.1.2 Galvanometer, focusing optics and controlling card 
Miniscan-7 
The Miniscan-7, figure 4.2 (a), is the state-of-the-art scanner of the company Raylase AG 
used in this study. With its dimension of 100.0 mm x 7.0 mm x 77.5 mm possesses an 
aperture of 7 mm, a typical resolution of 12 µrad and repeatability of 2 µrad RMS (Root Mean 
Square). The scanner is compatible with the standard protocol XY2-100. The acceleration 
time from manufacturer datasheet is given as 0.18 ms and the writing speed (cps) as >900. 
The maximum position speed is > 10 m/s [Min7].  
 
       
Figure 4.2. (a) Scanner Miniscan-7. Raylase AG. (b) F-Theta Objective 160mm (SILL Optics). 
 
The repeatability of the Miniscan-7 is about 2 µrad. The long-term drift regularly origins 
problems when high absolute accuracies are needed, for example, the Miniscan-7 and an 
optic of 163 mm: 0.3 mrad / 8 hours * 163 mm  = 48.9 μm).  
 
Focusing optics  
A standard F-Theta lens of the company SILL Optics was selected as focusing optics. The 
S4LFT0162/126, see figure 4.2 (b), is a lens with standard coating for 1064 nm and is made 
of optical glass. With an effective focal length of 160.1 mm and a working distance of 
approximately 180.1 mm, this lens allows scanning an area of approximately 100 mm x 100 
mm. The main drawback of this optics is the telecentric error, which for this lens is of 
approximately 16.8° [Sil15]. 
 
 
 
a) b) 
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SAMLight and USC-2 Card  
Laser and scanning units are driven using proprietary software Samlight®, figure 4.3, 
together with the USC-2 controlling card, both of the company SCAPS GmbH. The software 
consists on a graphic user interface, which allows to create simple structures or to import 
them from different sources like AutoCAD®. This software then translates files into 
controlling instructions for the scanner and the laser. The USC-2 controlling card calculates in 
real time laser and scanner signals. It has Ethernet and USB connectivity, digital and analog 
input and outputs can be configured for controlling the laser parameters. The standard XY2-
100 is used for controlling the scanner. The correction cycle time corresponds to a cycle of 
10 µs [Usc2].  
 
     
Figure 4.3. User interface of the software SAMLight. The laser parameters and the characteristics of 
the microstructures can be selected in this interface [Sam11]. 
 
4.1.3 Positioning system and measurement device 
The positioning system consists in three linear stages PMT-160-DC-300-R, figure 4.4, of the 
company Steinmeyer Mechatronik GmbH controlled by a four axes Galil Ethernet/RS232 
DMC2143 amplifying unit. The PMT-160-DC-300-R has a travel of 300 mm, an accuracy of 
±20 µm. It permits an acceleration of 0.5 m/s [SM12].  
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Figure 4.4. Positioning system Steinmeyer. Three linear axes PMT-160-DC-300-R. A Galil Ethernet/RS-
232 DMC2143 amplifying unit is used as controller for the linear stages. 
 
Keyence microscope 
A Keyence Digital Video microscope VHX-100 will be used to measure the resulting 
structures after applying the correction algorithms. The Keyence VHX-100 (figure 4.5) is a 
digital microscope with an 18 Megapixel CCD camera, 3D display, depth composition and 
built-in illumination. The VHX-100 Digital Video Microscope provides sharp 3-D images up to 
5000X magnification. The 18 Mega-Pixel resolution CCD camera provides 20 times the 
depth-of-field of similar microscopes. 
 
 
Figure 4.5. Keyence digital video microscope VHX-100. Used for measuring purposes. Images up to 
5000X of magnification can be obtained. 
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4.2 Vision system realization  
The vision system is an essential component for the examination of working field and 
calculation of deviations. Coaxially coupled approach was described as the best option for 
analyzing the working field and avoiding perspective distortions. For the designs of the vision 
system, some considerations had to be made given the characteristics of the selected 
objective and scanner. The limiting factors for this system are the aperture of the scanner 
and the focal length of the F-Theta lens. For a better understanding how the vision system is 
developed, some basic concepts and calculations are described in this section. 
 
4.2.1 Numerical aperture 
The numerical aperture is an important factor to consider when designing optical systems, 
since the size of the smallest feature that can be resolved is proportional to this value. It is 
defined as a dimensionless quantity that describes the values of angles in which an optical 
system can emit or accept light. The numerical aperture is calculated as: 
 4 X 	5	lq5	J, 4.1 
being 5 the refraction index of the medium between the object and the lens and J the half 
angle of the maximum light cone that enters or exits the lens, see figure 4.6. In microscopy 
and astronomy the numerical aperture is one of the most important values since the spatial 
resolution is calculated using this value. The spatial resolution (section 4.2.2) can be 
described as the ability of an optical device for separating features of an object. 
 
Figure 4.6. Representation of the light cone entering an optic element. & represents the focal distance 
of the lense, J the half angle of the maximum leght cone that enters or exits the lens and  the 
diameter of the lense. 
The value of J can be approximated to: 
 J^NEFN X tan^/2& . 4.2 
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4.2.2 Spatial resolution 
The spatial resolution of an optical system is defined as the smallest distance between two 
points of an object that can still be recognize as two different entities by the vision system 
[Dav13]. The resolution can be affected by optical aberrations or diffraction. Optical 
aberrations are reduced by increasing the quality of lenses. Diffraction, in the other hand, is 
limited by the proper nature of the light and depends directly by the aperture of the optical 
systems. For that reason, in imaging applications the resolution is said to be principally 
limited by diffraction [Mel09]. The Rayleigh criterion states that two points of an object can 
be resolved when the center of the Airy disc from one point overlaps the first dark ring of 
the diffraction pattern of the second point. In optics, an Airy disc firstly theoretically 
described from George Biddell Airy [Air35], is a resulting bright region with a series of bright 
concentric rings in the center of a homogeneously illuminated circular aperture. The spatial 
resolution is calculated with the next equation: 
 A X  1.22224 , 4.3 
 
Substituting values in equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 (scanner aperture of D=7 mm, focal length 
f=163 mm and a refractive index for air n=1, we obtain: 
 J^NEFN = tan^ 3,5163 = 0.02146  , 4.4 
 
 4^NEFN = (1) sin(0.2146) = 0.02146, 4.5 
 
 A =  1.22224 = 1.22 (1064 5e)2 ∗ 0.02146 = 30.24 μe. 4.6 
 
From the theoretically point of view, the optical system is able to resolve features not 
smaller than 30.24 µm. The expected smallest spot size of the laser system in focus can be 
calculated using the equation of laser beam quality introduced in section 2.4.2 [Sie93]. From 
equation 2.22, taking the manufacturers values for wavelength, focus length and scanner´s 
aperture [Mul10][Sil15][Min7] (M = 1.5, λ = 1064 nm, f = 163 mm, D0 = 7 mm), a spot size 
for this construction is obtained: 
 B+² = 1.5 ∗ 4 ∗ 1064 ∗ 1637 ∗ 7 ∗ 1000 = 47.31 μe. 4.7 
Considering that the minimal resolvable feature is equal to 30.24 µm (equation 4.6), it is 
expected that microstructures larger than 47 µm can be resolvable.   
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4.2.3 Minimal requirements of the optical sensor 
In order correctly to sample the optical image provided by the optical system and work at 
maximum possible spatial resolution, the optical detector must fulfil certain requirements. 
The number and size of pixels, sampling frequency, signal/noise ratio, etc. are only some 
factors to consider [MPK13]. A simple used approach, commonly for calculating the 
minimum size and number of pixels of an optical sensor for achieving resolution 
requirements in microscopes is done using an analogy to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling 
theorem defined in the field of digital signal processing for building an association between 
discrete and analog domains for continuous signals. This theorem states that in order to 
reconstruct a sampled analog signal, the sampling frequency must be at least double of the 
maximum frequency component of a function being sampled [OSB99]. Accordingly, two 
pixels are used to sample the spatial resolution. We obtain: 
 
 +=>? X  30.242 = 15.12 μe. 4.8 
 
However, images can be seen as functions of two independent variables and light 
intensities, so an extension of the Nyquist-Shannon theorem should be used. The required 
sampling rate is calculated considering the point spread function (PSF), which is a three 
dimensional intensity distribution of the Airy disk pattern and its Full Width Half Maximum 
(FWHM), which is the result of the difference between two values of the independent 
variable at which the dependent variable´s value is the half of the maximum value [Wei14]. 
The FWHM of a Gaussian is approximately 2.35482. Nevertheless, in [Moo04], a stricter 
analysis is proposed. The FWHM of a Gaussian equal to 2.354 is obtained measuring across 
a single axis of the sensor´s pixel, but what indeed is necessary, is the resolution across the 
diagonal of each square pixel, for that reason it is required to multiply this value by square 
root of two. That results on a FWHM of 3.3304. In this work, a value of three is adopted. 
The pixel size is calculated with the next equation: 
 Pz:;< =  30.243 = 9.08 μm. 4.9 
 
The selected camera, shown in figure 4.7, is a uEye UI-6140SE-M-GL CCD Monochromatic 
sensor from the company IDS. It possesses an array of 1280 x 960 pixels, a sensor size of 
1/3” and a pixel size of 3.75 µm [Uey3] and it fulfills completely the requirements for 
resolving the microstructures obtained from the optical system. 
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Figure 4.7. CCD Monochromatic camera IDS uEye UI-6140SE-M-GL and imaging optics [Uey3]. 
 
4.3 Integration of the experimental set-up 
In figure 4.8 an image of the final set-up used for this experimentation is observed. For 
giving certain stability, the set-up was constructed on the experimental Newport M-RPR-58-
8 optical table. This table has a deflection coefficient <2.0 x 10-7 mm, a surface flatness ± 
0.1 mm over 60 mm² and weights 430 kg [New88]. In figure 4.8, the laser and collimator 
mounted in a robust self-designed base are observed. Deflecting optics, which is used for 
adjusting the position and axiality of the beam, is also identified. Between the last deflecting 
mirror and the scanner, the illuminations optics as well as the dichroic element can be 
observed. Camera, imaging optics and coordinates table are also seen.  
 
   
Figure 4.8. Experimental set-up. The laser and collimator are mounted in a robust self-designed base. 
Deflecting optics for adjusting the position and axiality of the beam is observed. The illuminations 
optics and the dichroic element are place before the scanner. Camera, imaging optics and coordinates 
table are also shown. 
a) b) 
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Standard correction table 
Practically, every galvanometer scanning system´s manufacturer has its own platforms for 
creating correction tables. Mostly, optical approximations using the characteristics of the 
focusing objective are used. New scanner coordinates are calculated to compensate the 
deformation of the working field due to F-theta objectives. In the case of this set-up, in order 
to create the corrections tables, the program “sc_corr_table” from the company SCABS 
GmbH is used. The program holds a basic user interface and two principal functions can be 
used: 
i. Calculation of a standard correction table. 
 
ii. Estimation of position correction of the coordinates based on the closest distance to the 
measured correction points. 
In figure 4.9 the principal configuration menus for calculating the correction table are 
depicted. In Figure 4.9 (a), the general setting of the working field (size, gain, offset, etc.) 
can be configured. In figure 4.9 (b), the principal window for calculating the correction table 
is depicted. Scale, maximum deflection angle of galvanometers as well as other parameters 
can be adjusted. Finally in figure 4.9 (c), an example of a standard correction table is shown. 
  
 
Figure 4.9. “sc_corr_table” program for calculating correction tables. (a) General settings from the 
scanner program are loaded to the correction software. (b) Basic parameters for calculating a standard 
correction table are given. (c) An example of a standard correction table.  
  
a) 
 
 
b) 
c) 
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5  EXPERIMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF THE 
DEVELOPED SYSTEM 
In this chapter experimentation for analyzing the capabilities of the system is done. The 
development of a calibration plate is presented as means of improving the overall 
performance of the system. Initial investigations for selecting appropriated structuring 
parameters are made. A systematic examination of the laser and scanner delay times and 
the influence they have when different microstructures meet at a point is also included. 
 
5.1.1 Size and quality of laser spot 
Size and quality of the spot size were empirically analyzed. For a fixed repetition frequency 
of 44.5 kHz, a scanning velocity >6000 mm/s has to be selected to assure that the laser 
pulses can be observed. A silicon wafer was selected for this mean and a average power of 
10 W was used. Different experiments on an effective working field of 100 x 100 mm² were 
performed. In figure 5.1 two sections of this trial are shown: the lower-right side (a) and the 
upper-left side (b) of the working field are shown. The spot size has a deformed shape. It 
seems as a typical combination of optical aberrations, possibly coma and astigmatism. A 
remarkable difference is the spot size. In figure 5.1 (a) the spot has dimensions of 114 µm 
and 65 µm. In figure 5.1 (b) the spot has dimensions of 92 µm X 42 µm. 
 
        
Figure 5.1. Initial experimentation for analyzing the laser spot characteristics. (a) A deformed laser 
spot observed at the lower-right side of the working field. (b) A deformed laser spot observed at the 
upper-left side of the working field. 
 
 
a) b) 
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5.1.2 Large area structuring tests 
In order to become an indication of the accuracy of the system, a first order error estimation 
was performed. For a single axis travel of 300 mm x 300 mm, single axis accuracy ±20 µm, 
straightness of 4 µm [SM12] and ignoring yaw-roll-pitch contributions we obtain for the 
bottom, middle and top axes:  
 
 40² + 4²^1/2 =  40.2 μe. 5.1 
 
The total error of the coordinates table is a vector combination of axes X, Y and Z:  
 
 (40.2² ∗  3 )^1/2 =  69.62 μe.  5.2 
 
The resolution of the scanner is given by 16 bit [Min7]. This gives from equation 2.25 a linear 
resolution per axis equal to 1.52 µm for an effective field of view of  
100 mm x 100 mm. As a result a combined accuracy calculated assuming that the 
coordinates table and scanner are accurately aligned and not considering yaw-roll-pitch 
contributions. 
 
 (69.62 m 2 ∗ 1.52²)^1/2 =  69.65 μe. 5.3 
 
Different tests for evaluating the performance for large areas were done. A working field of 
200 mm X 100 mm was selected for this assessment. Essentially different basic structures 
were split and placed along the vertical border formed in the middle point of the working 
field. An example of these experimentations is seen in figure 5.2. The measured deviations 
between the sub-working fields oscillated between 1000 µm and 1200 µm. The effects of 
the laser spot are also noticeable. The structure on the right side has value about 89 µm and 
the one on the left side about 109 µm. 
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Figure 5.2. Example of an initial structuring test for large areas.  The stitching error fluctuated from 
1000 µm to 1200 µm. A difference in diameter between both structures was also visible. 
 
By performing further testing, it was determined that there existed a significant angle 
difference between working area and scanner, in addition misalignments and incorrect 
tuning by the initial experimental set-up caused the laser raw beam to be slightly misshapen. 
Optical and mechanical enhancements were made and it was possible to improve the spot 
shape and size, see figure 5.3 (a). The diameter of the spot averages a value of ~85 µm. The 
positioning system´s controller has the possibility of implementing different tuning methods. 
A Ziegler-Nichols closed-loop tuning method was selected for tuning the coordinate table. 
This improved the precision of lineal axes. Parallelism between scanner and coordinates 
table was measured and improved. Orthogonality and yaw-roll-pitch deviations are not 
measured. New different trials showed significant precision improvements. The experiment 
shown in figure 5.3 (b) presented a deviation of 283 µm.  
 
        
Figure 5.3. Improvement of the overall performance of the experimental set-up. (a) The laser spot 
shape is considerably enhanced and a spot size of nearly 85 µm was averaged. (b) The stitching error 
was significantly reduced. 
 
These deviations are presumed to appear assuming the use of a standard correction table, 
the linear axes are not adjusted and non-mechanical tuning was performed. Yaw-roll-pitch 
contributions were not analyzed.  
a) b) 
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5.1.3 Vision system tests 
Series of initial images of the working field were made in order to analyzed the quality of 
images, the accuracy of the vision system and the illumination quality. Different approaches 
were used. Coaxially coupled illumination system, coherent illumination and extern 
illumination were tested.  
 
        
        
Figure 5.4. Initial imaging tests. The laser spot is detected over a structured grid (a). A section of a 
curve using collimated illumination (speckle affected) is observed (b). An example of a section 
illuminated with a non-collimated source (c). 
 
In figure 5.4 different images of the illumination system can be seen. In figure 5.4 (a) is seen 
a section of the working field in which a quadratic grid was marked and the laser spot can 
also be observed. In figure 5.4 (b), a section of a microstructure inside a sub-working fields is 
analyzed. It can be seen that images 5.4 (a) and (b) are affected by granulation effects.  This 
granulation is called speckle effect and it is presented by the action of illuminating a rough 
surface with a coherent source. In figure 5.4 (c), an example of non-collimated illumination 
(halogen illumination source) is observed.  
 
 
 
a) b) 
c) 
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Speckle 
Speckle can be understood as a diffraction pattern created by the scattered light originated 
by illuminating a rough surface by a highly coherent source. In figure 5.4 (b), a typical speckle 
pattern is depicted. Speckle emerges due to the common interference of a group of wave 
fronts and depends on the phase of these wave fronts [Cza14]. Normally it is assumed that 
these wave fronts have the same frequency, but different phases and amplitudes which 
makes possible the sum or subtraction of their intensities. As a result a randomly distributed 
intensity pattern is originated [Tri02]. Speckle pattern can only be statistically described since 
they are randomly distributed. A common way is using its contrast. Considering a highly 
coherent, monochromatic laser light and a surface with a Gaussian distribution of roughness 
the standard deviation of the intensity variations in the speckle pattern is equal to the mean 
intensity [BDH13]. The speckle contrast is defined as the relationship of the standard 
deviation and the mean intensity:  
 / X Ö< - >. 
 
5.4 
Even though speckle can be a desired phenomenon, for example for measuring the 
roughness on surfaces [TM10] or detecting slightly changes on surfaces for security reasons 
[YAS12], for imaging and pattern recognition is an undesired phenomena. Many theoretical 
and experimental developments have been studied in order to reduce the influence of 
speckle, for example for radar and ultrasound systems [MMF07] [Jon81] [JAA08] [MCZ10] 
[NMO10] [CJR98] [ARB12]. In this section, two different approaches are studied in order to 
reduce the negative effects of speckle effect in images obtained from the working field.  
 
Contrast improvement 
Many different algorithms for reducing the speckle effect have been developed. In [MRB06] 
a complete comparative study among different algorithms is made. Mean filter, Median 
filter, Lee-Sigma and Lee filters, Local region filter, Gama-MAP filter and Frost Filter are 
some of the algorithms analyzed in order to reduce speckle. In this work, a non-local means 
de-noising filter described in [CKB09] is used in order to test the viability of decreasing 
speckle patterns in the obtained images. 
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Figure 5.5. Contrast improvement approach for reducing the effect of speckle. (a) A speckle-affected 
image obtained from the working field using the vision system. (b) A failed attempt for detecting 
borders. (c) The original image after being treated with a non-local means de-noising filter. (d) Borders 
detection became viable after applying a speckle reduction filter. 
 
In figure 5.5 (a), an example of an image taken with the vision system illuminated with the 
laser can be seen. An attempt to detect borders with a common line detection algorithm is 
depicted in figure 5.5 (b). The speckle pattern makes impossible to recognize the 
microstructure. The same attempt was done with a contrast-improved image, see figure 5.5 
(c). The pattern recognition attempt can be seen in figure 5.5 (d). In this image an 
improvement for structures recognition was achieve.  
 
Modifying the spatial coherence 
A reduction of the speckle contrast can also be achieved by modifying the spatial coherence. 
Different procedures for modifying the spatial coherence have been used: rotational 
diffusers [TMS09], optical-mechanical deformable elements or phase modulators [Bla08] are 
only some possible approaches. Angle diversity, polarization diversity and wavelength 
diversity are possible ways of reducing speckle [Tri02]. Different devices have been created 
for video projection using MEMS (Grating Light Valve, Digital Light Processing and liquid 
crystal on Silicon). In [Tri02] a Grating Light Valve and a Hadamard diffuser are used as a way 
for reducing speckle contrast obtaining an extra reduction of 8%. In [TC12] a theoretical 
model is used to prove the performance for speckle reduction of a stationary and in-motion 
diffuser and to quantify the capacity of the diffuser to reduce speckle. In this work, a 
a) b) 
c) d) 
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conventional rotational diffuser construction was adopted in order analyze the possibility of 
reducing speckle effect on the taken images. The DG10-1500 diffuser of the company 
Thorlabs was used for this experiment [DG05].  
 
Figure 5.6. Spatial coherence modifications approach for reducing the effects of speckle. (a) A 
speckle-affected image obtained from the working field using the vision system. (b) A failed attempt 
for detecting borders using the original image. (c) A new image was obtained after the rotational 
diffuser was included in the illumination path. (d) The detection of borders became applicable.  
 
In figure 5.6 (a), an example of an image taken with the vision system illuminated with the 
laser is observed. An attempt to detect borders with a common line detection algorithm is 
depicted in figure 5.6 (b). The speckle pattern makes impossible to recognize the 
microstructure by further processing. The same attempt was done using a rotational 
diffuser, see figure 5.6 (c). The pattern recognition attempt can be seen in figure 5.6 (d). 
Using further image processing the line´s borders and approximated dimensions can be 
calculated. 
 
5.2 Self-designed calibration plate for improving precision 
Pre-compensating techniques introduced in section 2.4.1 are used in order to increase the 
overall precision of a galvanometer scanning system. A standard correction table is 
calculated taking in account the characteristics of focusing optics, effective field of view and 
galvanometer´s deflecting range. A well-established method for increasing the precision of 
the overall system is done applying measurement methods. Basically a grid with series of 
a) b) 
c) d) 
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fiducials is marked on the working field. These marks are measured by optical sensors or 
using flatbed scanners [Wag12]. After measuring this grid, an error mapping is created and 
loaded to the correction software and a new correction table is generated. This method 
implies fixing a sample on the working field for marking purposes. When this sample is 
going to be measured a rotational error is willing to occur since the sample is moved to the 
measurement device and the actual conditions also change, consequently the orthogonality 
between coordinates systems from table and scanner can result affected. In order to 
increase the precision of the new working field, a new sample must be marked and the 
process must be repeated once again. In this research work, an improved method for 
calibrating the working field using a calibration plate is proposed. 
 
5.2.1 Design of the calibration plate 
A self-designed calibration plate for improving the general precision of the system is 
designed and manufactured. In order to achieve the maximal possible precision, the 
precision of the calibration plate must be superior in comparison with the overall system´s 
precision. The calibration plate was manufactured using the state of the art 3DMM 
“microSTRUCT vario” device, which is a versatile micromachining device. Three different 
wavelengths as well as different focusing optics can be selected (355 nm, 532 nm and 1064 
nm). That makes this device much more flexible. The achieved spot size for picoseconds 
355 nm laser and 100 mm optics is about 13 µm. The achieved precision of the table is 
about 2 µm [ART15]. This plate consists of a rectangular array of crosses and circles 
separated 2 mm one to each other as seen in figure 5.7 (a).  
 
      
Figure 5.7. Design of the calibration plate. (a) Fiducials in form of a rectangular grid separated a 
distance of 2 mm were marked in a silicon wafer. The precision is rated ~2 µm [ART15]. (b) An image 
of the manufactured calibration plate. 
 
In figure 5.7 (b), the manufactured calibration plate is shown. In order to maintain the 
maximum manufacturer rated precision, the coordinates for each controlling point were 
reached moving the working piece only with the coordinates table marking every control 
point in the 0,0 scanner coordinate.  
a) b) 
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5.2.2 Procedure for evaluating overall deviations of the hybrid 
scanning system 
In order to evaluate deviations between the galvanometer scanning system and the 
coordinates table and be able to calculate a new correction table, the following procedure 
using the calibration plate consisting on four steps was performed:  
i. The calibration plate is positioned on the working field over a rotational element. With the 
help of the vision system, focus in each corner is observed in order to adjust the 
parallelism between the scanner and working field using precision screws, see figure 5.8. 
 
 
Figure 5.8. Improving parallelism between coordinates table and scanner using the calibration plate. 
ii. The rotation of the calibration plate is mechanically adjusted along one axis. The 
coordinates table is used for traveling only in one direction, see figure 5.9.  
 
 
Figure 5.9.Alingment of the calibration plate respect to one axis. 
iii. The orthogonality of the second axis (Y axis) is observed after the plate is oriented with 
respect to the first axis (X axis). If an error is detected a compensating percentage 
calculated using the angle difference in the path planning can be adjusted, see figure 
5.10. 
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Figure 5.10. The orthogonality of succeeding axis is analyzed. An angle γ can be calculated and 
compensated via software. 
 
The shift angle W is calculated using the following formula: 
 
 ϒ X l,q&]ql(Ú%e%5]. 5.5 
   
iv. With the help of the scanner and vision system the scanning working field is examined. 
The difference between each fiducial and programmed coordinate is saved in a text file in 
order to calculate a new correction table, see figure 5.11. 
 
Figure 5.11. Improvement of the correction table by measuring fiducials using the coordinates table 
and the scanner device. 
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Using this calibration plate the required step of marking a measuring fiducials is improved. 
The possibility of introducing an orientation error by measuring procedures is minimized. The 
correction procedure takes place by the actual temperature conditions and non-extra 
marking must be performed. The calibration plate can be used every time in which a new 
processing is started. Angular deviations can be improved using the calibration plate fixed in 
the origin of the device.  
 
5.3 Temperature model and assessment of structuring parameters  
5.3.1 Numerical approximation of the interaction of laser light and 
stainless steel 
The interaction of nanosecond laser pulses with different materials has been widely studied 
and different theoretical and experimental models have been developed [JJN07] [Eg89]. 
A well-established approximation for understanding the interaction of laser light and metals 
is by calculating temperature distributions as a function of the time. The heat flow is 
described one-dimensionally by solving the heat partial differential equation: 
 
 \\0 Û. ∙ \Q\0 Ý + ÞR X ß ∙ Û\Q\]Ý, 5.6 
   
 
 Þ(R) = Þ(1 Y A)%^uL, 5.7 
with 
α = à: absorption coefficient, R: reflectivity, K: thermal conductivity, Þ: power density (flux 
density) and C: specific heat. 
If thermal and optical properties are considered constant, the partial differential equation can 
be simplified as follows: 
 
 .ß {\²Q\0² | = Û\Q\] Ý. 5.8 
 
A common finite difference method for solving this equation was written in Matlab®. The 
environment temperature was consider to be 25 °C, the absorption of infrared light in steel 
is about 68% [CND94], the thermal conductivity 54 W/(m K), the specific heat 452 J/Kg K, 
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the density 7.87 g/cm³ and the thermal diffusivity 11.72 mm²/s [KS04]. The laser spot size 
was considered to be 80 µm according to the experimental results.  
 
5.3.2 Validation of the temperature model and structuring parameters 
In order to verify the consistency of the correction methods proposed in this work, specific 
structuring parameters were selected based on the results of the numerical methods and 
validated experimentally.  
The aim of this analysis was to find structuring parameters with the following characteristics:  
i. Clearly and noticeably structuring track for measuring purposes. 
 
ii. Pulse overlapping between 40% and 60% 
 
iii. Homogeneous material ablation preferably with a reduced heat affected zone and 
minimal melting. 
 
In table 5.1, the solution corresponding to diverse average powers are summarized. The 
surface temperature for average power between 6 W and 17 W were calculated. The 
calculated surface temperature for values >10 W are of interest, since the vaporization 
temperature (ablation process) of steel is about 3143 K [KS04]. 
 
Average Power 
[W] 
Peak power 
@10 ns [kW] 
Temperature 
(surface) [K] 
6 3.5 1941 
7 4.1 2215 
8 4.7 2489 
9 5.2 2756 
10 5.8 3037 
11 6.4 3318 
12 7.0 3575 
14 8.2 4137 
17 10 4957 
Table 5.1. Test parameters and solution of the temperature model. 
 
In figure 5.12, the temperature corresponding to the depth of the material for different 
average powers is shown. From average powers from 6 W (1941 K) to 8 W (2489 K) the 
surface temperature is close to the melting temperature and decreases rapidly regarding the 
depth of the material. For a depth of about 16 µm, the temperature falls below the melting 
temperature. By increasing the average power, the simulation showed a surface 
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temperature above the vaporization temperature for powers >10 W. This temperature 
decreases rapidly and falls below the melting temperature for depths between 25 µm and 
35 µm approximately. 
 
 
Figure 5.12. Results for the numerical approximation. 
 
For validating the simulation results, the scanning velocity was controlled to an overlap of 
~50% between pulses. For a repetition frequency of 170 kHz and a spot size of 80 µm, the 
scanning velocity was set to 6800 mm/s. Stainless steel was used for the experiments. Low 
average powers (< 8 W) lead to discontinuous (dot-like) structuring tracks as shown in figure 
5.13 (a). The diameter of the laser traces were approximately  
30 µm. Reason for this is certain the absence of ablation and a reduced melted material. If 
the scanning velocity is reduced and the repetition rate increased, a continuous track formed 
mostly by melted material is observed, see figure 5.13 (b). This is however accompanied of 
an increased heat affected zone. 
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Figure 5.13. (a) Absence of ablation and poor melted material. (b) Increased heat affected zone 
accompanied from melting material. (c) Excess of ablation and a pronounced heat affected zone. 
 
High average powers lead to obtain also negative structuring results. For example, average 
powers larger than 14 W lead most of the cases to obtain excessive ablation rates 
accompanied with large heat affected zones and melting material. In figure 5.13 (c), a 
structuring track obtained with an average power of 17 W, is observed. The heat affected 
zone is larger than 190 µm. Moreover melting material is perceived adjacent to the 
structuring track. 
 
Average powers around 11 W produced satisfactory structuring tracks accompanied by an 
improved ablation and reduced heat affected zones, see figure 5.14 (a). For average powers 
around 9 W, continuous structuring tracks with a poorer ablation rate are also observed, as 
shown in figure 5.14 (b). Nevertheless, the initial conditions for verifying the consistency of 
the correction methods proposed in this work (noticeable structuring track for measuring 
purposes and an overlapping between 40% and 60%) are fulfilled for these parameters. 
 
a) b) 
c) 
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Figure 5.14. (a) Improved structuring track with an improved ablation and a reduced heat affected 
zone. (b) Slightly reduced ablation rate and increased heat affected zone. However, a continuous 
structuring track is observed. For that reason also acceptable for measuring purposes. 
 
5.4 Assessment of laser and scanner delay times  
5.4.1 Requirements for ideal microstructure continuity 
Essential requirement for optimal microstructure continuity is that the starting point of the 
structures inside a subsequent sub-working field B$D must match the end point of the 
microstructures in the previous sub-working field B$D (see section 3.2). Moreover the 
structures should also be collinear to each other and the overlap between them should be as 
imperceptible as possible. In figure 5.15 an example of an ideal stitching process is seen. 
 
Figure 5.15. Representation of an ideal stitching point between two structures. A small affectation 
zone is observed in the point of union.  
 
Position or velocity control signals of state-of-the-art devices are delivered to the amplifier in 
form of so-called micro-steps. These micro-steps are instructions which are sent to the 
device in periods of time as long as some microseconds. The time delay between this 
reference values and the corresponding response of the electromechanical system is 
a) b) 
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defined as tracking error. The tracking errors are always present due to inherent dynamic in 
any electromechanical system driven by a controlling device. They are directly influenced by 
many factors as: mechanical design, electronic feedback, controlling algorithms, etc. The 
tracking errors can be compensated by adjusting laser delay times. There are two important 
delay times that influence the effects of tracking errors: Laser-on delay, which is the time 
from the output of the first positioning micro-step the controller system waits until the laser 
is turned on and laser-off delay, which is the time from the output of the last positioning 
micro-step the controller waits until the laser is turned off. 
 
5.4.2 Experimental procedure for analyzing delay times 
In this section series of different experiments for observing tracking error effects and the 
way they are minimized are presented. A procedure for selecting appropriated laser-on and 
laser-off times in order to join adequately different microstructures was defined in this work. 
Structuring of experiments in form of collinear lines were programed and scanned with the 
laser in the middle of the working field (for guaranteeing maximum precision) at different 
distances and scanning directions.  
Three of the most significant cases are selected for experimentation: 
i. Ideal case. An ideal stitching case is characterized for presenting neither collinear 
deviations nor excessive overlapping. In Figure 5.16 (a) are depicted series of lines 
which meet at the center of the working field (for assuring maximum precision) with a 
programed collinear deviation of 0 µm.  
ii. Comparison case. This case is characterized for having a collinear deviation of 
approximately 10 µm, see figure 5.16 (b). It was selected only for comparison purposes.  
 
iii. Non-contact case. Finally the non-contact case is characterized for having a collinear 
deviation of 100 µm, figure 5.16 (c). This collinear deviation assures that the structures 
do not meet each other, which facilitate error measurements.  
 
Figure 5.16. Experimental structuring to determine the effects of laser delay times. (a) 0 µm: the ideal 
case with no transversal deviation. (b) 10 µm: for comparison purposes. (c) 80 µm of transversal 
deviation for measuring of laser delay times.  
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In order to have an initial point for this investigation, the initial experimental delay times were 
calculated with the controlling software SAMLight® (figure 5.17) using as parameters the 
manufacturer´s acceleration time of the galvanometer scanning system. The controlling 
platform SAMLight® includes a function for calculating the delay times if the tracking error 
information of the scanner is known. The miniscan-7´s manufacturer information [Min7] 
indicates an acceleration time of 0.18 ms, which results in a laser-on time of 108 µs and a 
laser-off time of 216 µs.  
 
 
Figure 5.17. SAMLight® tool for calculating scanner and laser delay times [SAM11]. 
 
Different laser delays as well as scanning velocities were tested. The delay times were 
systematic adjusted until satisfactory stitching structuring results were found. Three 
experimentation groups were selected in order to show the effects of laser-on and laser-off 
times. The scanning velocity was adjusted to its corresponding repetition frequency for 
maintaining 50% overlap between pulses for a spot size of ~85 µm. The used parameters 
are shown in table 5.2. 
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 Laser-on time Laser-off time Scanning velocity 
A) 108 µs * 216 µs * 
1.8 m/s (44.5 kHz) 
3 m/s (    75 kHz) 
5 m/s ( 130 kHz) 
B) -130 µs 100 µs 
1.8 m/s (44.5 kHz) 
3 m/s (    75 kHz) 
5 m/s ( 130 kHz) 
C) -430 µs 1 µs 
1.8 m/s (44.5 kHz) 
3 m/s (    75 kHz) 
5 m/s ( 130 kHz) 
Table 5.2. Parameters for examining the effects of laser delay times. *Initial values calculated with 
SAMLight® software (acceleration time of 0.18 ms [Min7]). 
 
 
5.4.3 Evaluation of the delay times 
Case A 
The delays times calculated with the controlling software (laser-on time of 108 µs and a 
laser-off time of 216 µs) showed the worst scenario. In figure 5.18 can be seen, that the 
scanner starts its movement some µs before the laser is turned on and the laser turns off 
some µs after the final position has been reached. In Figure 5.18 (a) (upper left part), it is 
possible to observe negative effects of a relative large laser-on time (a distance of 714 µm 
from the desired position to the actual initial point of the microstructure is measured). The 
negative effects of relative large laser-off time are seen in figures 5.18 (b) (remaining laser 
pulses with lengths of about 442 µm and 456 µm) and figure 5.18 (a) (lower left part) (pulses 
with length of 534 µm).  
      
Figure 5.18. Case A. Scanning velocity of 1.8 m/s. (a) Negative effects of laser-on and laser-off times 
are observed. (b) Negative effects of laser-off times are seen. 
 
 
a) b) 
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In figure 5.19 can be seen the results for the case A with a scanning velocity of 3 m/s. 
Similar to the case A with 1.8 m/s, it is observed that the scanner starts its movement some 
µs before the laser is turned on and the laser turns off some µs after the final position has 
been reached. In figure 5.19 (a) (upper part) and (c) (lower part), it is possible to observe 
negative effects of a relative large laser-on time (a distance of 722 µm and 927 µm 
respectively from the desired position to the actual initial point of the microstructure is 
measured). In figure 5.19 (a) (lower part) and (b) (upper part), remaining laser pulses with 
lengths of 809 µm and 851 µm are respectively observed after the final structuring position 
has been reached and the scanner jumped to the next scanning position (negative effects of 
relative large laser-off time).  
 
      
Figure 5.19. Case A. Scanning velocity of 3 m/s. (a), (b) Negative effects of laser-on and laser-off times 
are observed. 
 
In figure 5.20, the results for the case A with a scanning velocity of 5 m/s can be seen. 
Similar to the cases A with 1.8 m/s and 3 m/s, it is observed that the scanner starts its 
movement some µs before the laser is turned on and the laser turns off some µs after the 
final position has been reached. In figure 5.20 (a) (lower part) and (c) (upper part), it is 
possible to observe negative effects of a relative large laser-on time (distances of 1292 µm 
and 1458 µm respectively from the desired position to the actual initial point of the 
microstructure is measured). In figure 5.20 (a) (lower part) and (b) (upper part), remaining 
laser pulses with lengths of 790 µm and 862 µm are respectively observed after the final 
structuring position has been reached and the scanner jumped to the next scanning position 
(negative effects of relative large laser-off times).  
 
a) b) 
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Figure 5.20. Case A. Scanning velocity of 5 m/s. (a) and (b) Negative effects of laser-on and laser-off 
times are observed. 
 
Case B 
After analyzing case A, delays were systematically changed until reaching acceptable results. 
In case B, a great improvement is showed. The delays used in this case are laser-on time of 
-130 µs and laser-off time of 100 µs. In figure 5.21 (a), it is still possible to observe negative 
effects of a large laser-on time (distance of 65 µm from the desired position to the actual 
initial point of the microstructure is measured). In figure 5.21 (b) (upper part), remaining laser 
pulses with lengths 58 µm are observed after the final structuring position has been reached 
and the scanner jumped to the next scanning position (negative effects of relative large 
laser-off times). 
 
      
Figure 5.21.Case B. Scanning velocity of 1.8 m/s. (a) The negative effect of laser-on time is observed. 
(b) The negative effect of laser-off time is seen. 
In figure 5.22, the results for the case B with a scanning velocity of 3 m/s are shown. Similar 
to the case B with 1.8 m/s, it is observed that the scanner still starts its movement some µs 
before the laser is turned on and the laser turns off some µs after the final position has been 
reached. In figure 5.22 (a), it is still possible to observe negative effects of a large laser-on 
time (a distance of 56 µm from the desired position to the actual initial point of the 
microstructure is measured). In figure 5.22 (b) (upper part), remaining laser pulses with 
a) b) 
a) b) 
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length of 75 µm is observed after the final structuring position has been reached and the 
scanner jumped to the next scanning position (negative effects of relative large laser-off 
times). 
      
Figure 5.22. Case B. Scanning velocity of 3 m/s. (a) The negative effect of laser-on time is observed. 
(b) The negative effect of laser-off time is seen. 
 
In figure 5.23, the results for the case B with a scanning velocity of 5 m/s can be seen. 
Similar to cases B with 1.8 m/s and 3 m/s, it is observed that the scanner starts its 
movement some µs before the laser is turned on and the laser turns off some µs after the 
final position has been reached. In figure 5.23 (a), it is still possible to observe negative 
effects of a large laser-on time (distance of 194 µm from the desired position to the actual 
initial point of the microstructure is measured). In figure 5.23 (b), remaining laser pulses with 
lengths of 108 µm are respectively observed after the final structuring position has been 
reached and the scanner jumped to the next scanning position (negative effects of relative 
large laser-off times). 
 
    
Figure 5.23. Case B. Scanning velocity of 5 m/s. (a) The negative effect of laser-on time is observed. 
(b) The negative effect of laser-off time is seen. 
 
a) b) 
a) b) 
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Case C 
For case C, a laser-on time of -430 µs and a laser-off time of 1 µs were used. This case is 
characterized for presenting satisfactory structuring results. Remaining effects are still 
perceptible, but for the aim of future experimentation these effect are not considered 
detrimental for reducing stitching errors. In figure 5.24 (a), a distance of 11 µm from the 
desired position to the actual initial point of the microstructure is measured). In figure 5.24 
(b) few remaining laser pulses with a length of maximal 20 µm are perceived after the final 
structuring position has been reached and the scanner jumped to the next scanning position. 
 
      
Figure 5.24. Case C. Scanning velocity of 1.8 m/s. (a) Minimal effects of laser-on times are observed. 
(b) Minimal effects of laser-off times are seen.  
 
In figure 5.25 can be seen the results for case C with a scanning velocity of 3 m/s. Similar to 
the case C with 1.8 m/s, but more noticeable, remaining delays effects are present. In figure 
5.25 (a), a distance of 30 µm from the initial position to the initial laser pulses can be 
observed. In Figure 5.25 (b), remaining laser pulses with a length of 26 µm is observed after 
the final structuring position has been reached and the scanner jumped to the next scanning 
position.  
(a)  (b) 
Figure 5.25. Case C. Scanning velocity of 3 m/s. (a) reduced effects of laser-on times are observed. (b) 
Reduced effects of laser-off times are seen. 
 
a) b) 
a) b) 
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In figure 5.26, the results for the case C with a scanning velocity of 5 m/s can be seen. 
Similar to case C with 3 m/s, the effects of delays are perceptible and less acceptable than 
case C with 1.8 m/s. In figure 5.26 (b), a distance of 41 µm from the initial position to the 
initial laser pulses can be observed. In Figure 5.26 (a), remaining laser pulses with a length of 
54 µm is observed after the final structuring position has been reached and the scanner 
jumped to the next scanning position.  
 
(a)  (b) 
Figure 5.26. Case C. Scanning velocity of 5 m/s. (a) Slightly increased effects of laser-on times are 
observed. (b) Slightly increased effects of laser-off times are seen. 
 
In this section, the results of several experiments modifying systematically laser-on and 
laser-of times as well as the scanning velocity are summarized. Initial laser-on and laser-off 
times were calculated using manufacturer´s acceleration time of 0.18 ms. Resulting from 
this calculation a value of 108 µs and 216 µs for laser-on and laser-off time respectively is 
obtained. The worst-case scenario was presented using these delay times. Different values 
were systematically tested until suitable values were found. In figure 5.27, the results of 
laser-on and laser-off times for selected scanning velocities are summarized. In figure 5.27 
(a) can be seen that the deviations tend to zero when the laser-on time tends to -430 µs.  
 
a) b) 
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Figure 5.27. Deviations variation obtained for different laser delays. (a) The effects of varying laser-on 
time. (b) The effects of varying laser-off time. 
 
 
If the laser-on time keeps reducing, negative effects in the common points, like 
accumulation of laser pulses are observed. In figure 5.27 (b) can be seen that the deviations 
tend to zero when the laser-off time tends to 1 µs. if the laser-off time keeps rising, negative 
effects, like accumulation of laser pulses are observed in the joint points (see figure 5.28).  
 
Figure 5.28. Negative effect of excessive laser pulses by a stitching process. 
a) 
b) 
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The effects of scanning velocity were also analyzed. The initial scanning velocity was 
defined 5000 mm/s and systematically decreased. In figure 5.29 (a), deviations obtained for 
two structures which initial point should be the same and spread apart from each other. In 
figure 5.29 (b), deviations obtained for two structures which should meet at a point.  
      
 
Figure 5.29. Evolution of the deviation compared with the variation of scanning velocity. (a) The 
effects of varying scanning velocity on the starting points of structures. (b) The effects of varying 
scanning velocity on the ending points of structures.  
 
Delay times and scanning velocity are fundamental factors to be studied for an effective 
stitching process. These two variables depend of each other, which mean that an exhaustive 
analysis should be made in order to calculate efficient laser and scanner parameters for 
structuring stitching processes. For further experimentation, values for laser-on times of -
430 µs, laser-off time of 1 µs and scanning velocity of 1.8 m/s are preferred. 
a) 
b) 
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6  CORRECTION APPROACHES, IMPLEMENTATION 
AND ASSESSMENT 
This chapter is devoted to present and discuss the main experimental outcomes of the 
correction approaches. The first part is dedicated to make a description of the developed 
software. An explanation of the main interface, parameters configuration, processing 
interface, control modules, vision system, image processing module, computation of 
deviations and new structuring coordinates is done. Subsequently, the chapter includes an 
assessment of the multiple defined approaches for reducing inherent and random deviation 
in galvanometer scanning systems for large area processing. That includes the arithmetic 
mean transformation approach, the individual position transformation approach, the iterative 
inverse distance weighting approach and the Auto-stitching approach. 
 
6.1 Developed Software 
Within the scope of this work was developed a managing and controlling platform. Several 
libraries for communicating all devices as well as calculating corrections and controlling the 
overall process were created. The program was design in order initially to detect the 
presence of coordinates table, scanner and laser software as well as camera. In case that 
one of these devices is not ready, so-called fake functions are activated in order to emulate 
the missing device, see figure 6.1. The functionality of the software is described in this 
section. 
 
Figure 6.1. Software´s initialization window. Initial communication with the coordinates table, scanner 
and laser software is activated from this point. 
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6.1.1 Configuration parameters 
Once the program has initialized all devices, the general configuration of the software can be 
adjusted. Three principal tabs by the “Lasserapp Settings” in menu “File” can be enabled. In 
the “General” tab, shown in figure 6.2 (a), the size of the working area and the type of 
correction is selected.  
 
 (a) 
 (b) 
 (c) 
Figure 6.2. Initial configuration of the laser platform. (a) The general configuration of working area and 
selection of correction strategy is done in this part. (b) The parameters of coordinates table are 
selected in this part. (c) Initial image processing parameters are configured in this section. 
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Different correction schemes are programmed:  
i. No correction. The Program skips the analysis stage of the working field and structures 
the sub-working fields only by relocating the working piece. 
ii. Only motion. A position transformation using the coordinates table takes place. It 
corresponds to the arithmetic mean transformation approach.  
iii. Only lines. An interpolation using the error vectors takes place. It corresponds to the 
Auto-stitching approach. 
iv. Exp: Move lines (DXF). That is a special case, in which the position of the 
microstructures is change to a new position using the error vector information. It 
corresponds to the individual position correction approach. 
 
In the “Motion” tab, see figure 6.2 (b), several settings for the coordinates table can be 
configured. The direction, velocity and mapping of axes “X” and “Y” can be changed. If 
there were a parallelism error between the coordinate table and scanner, an angular offset 
can be added in this part and new positions coordinates can be calculated in order to adjust 
the deviation. In figure 6.2 (c), general parameters for the vision system are adjusted. The 
image can be rotated and vertically and horizontally mirrored. Different recognition 
parameters can be adjusted and tested using pre-loaded images, that would be usefull for 
the set-up of an industrial process. Parameters can also be adjusted in the case that 
different optical systems are used.  
 
6.1.2 Control module 
Initially the coordinate’s table library is used for positioning the working piece in its initial 
position. Velocity, relative or absolute coordinates can also be selected. This library 
accomplishes the positioning of the working piece to each sub-working field and applies the 
“only-motion” correction, see section 3.3.1. The positioning of the table can be selected 
between absolute or relative coordinates. In figure 6.3, the initial positioning step is 
depicted. 
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Figure 6.3. Controlling interface for linear axes. This functionality is used for initial positioning of 
further corrections from the linear axis.  
 
The laser control library is an internal library, which carries out a direct connection between 
the marking software SAMLight® and the main laser platform. DXF files can be loaded and 
created by this library. Corrected files containing the results of different correction strategies 
(“only lines” and “Exp: Move lines (DXF)”) are created and loaded by this library. The 
marking instructions for the laser and scanner are also started by this library.  
 
6.1.3 Processing interface 
As soon as all the parameters of the program are selected, the initial processing section can 
be selected. The complete structuring, analysis and correction operations can be completed 
from this point. In the center of the window, the complete virtual working field is observed. 
On the right side the status section of the program is observed. Information for following 
tasks and action buttons are found in this section. A thumbnail of the current loaded image 
is also seen for orientation purposes, see figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.4. General view of the graphic user interface. Control and status actions are obtained and 
made from this part of the software. 
 
6.1.4 Vision system and image processing modules 
Camera control and pattern recognition library is the essential piece of the correction 
scheme. Several settings for pattern recognition are selected: the number of detected lines, 
line width, accuracy of analysis and color threshold. Moreover, the possibility of detecting 
horizontal and vertical lines can also be selected.  
 
  
Figure 6.5. Vision system parameters. Number of detected lines, line width, accuracy and color 
threshold can be configured here. 
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The software is able to detect lines and the corresponding critical point in images with given 
contrast, even if the images are affected with speckle as shown in figure 6.5. In figure 6.4, 
external illumination approach was used. In this case, the analyzed image is not affected by 
speckle. The accuracy of coordinate’s detection depends strongly on illumination conditions. 
The quality of the image and the accuracy of detection will affect directly the final structuring 
accuracy.  
After positive pattern recognition, the program calculates internally the correction 
transformation depending on selected configuration. The correction error is plotted in the 
main window, see figure 6.4, and the option to apply correction is ready to be processed. 
Depending on the selected correction approach, the new coordinates are loaded in the 
coordinates table or scanner (see section 3.3). 
 
6.2 Experimental description 
6.2.1 Arithmetic mean and individual correction transformations 
In this section, the experimentation and results applying the arithmetic mean and the 
individual position correction approaches are presented. In order to evaluate achieved 
improvements, a structuring analysis of the system without applying any strategy is also 
included and compared with both methods. For every trial, groups of three structures 
separated a distance of 200 µm, like the ones depicted in figure 6.6 (a), were created using 
commercial CAD software and random distributed along the “common analysis area”. A 
total of 36 structures (12 groups) for every trial were defined for comparison. A sample of 
every group was taken and analyzed with the microscope every time. Deviations for X axis 
and Y axis were independently evaluated. Each sub-working field was defined with an area 
of 60 mm x 60 mm. The scanning velocity corresponds to 1800 mm/s, the repetition rate to 
50 kHz and pulse length to 100 ns (see section 5.2). After the software splits the structures, 
the arrangement corresponding to the sub-working field SF± is scanned, see figure 6.6 (b). 
Successively, the working piece was positioned in the next sub-field SF±. Critical points 
were analyzed and depending on selected function either no correction, arithmetic mean or 
individual correction was calculated, see figure 6(c). Finally, the next arrangement of 
structures contained in the second sub-field SF is generated and scanned applying the 
corresponding mapping function.  
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Figure 6.6. Representation of the initial experiments. Series of structures are arranged in groups and 
placed along the “common analysis area”.  
 
 
6.2.2 Iterative inverse distance weighting approach  
In order to validate the iterative inverse distance weighting approach, a comparison among 
two state-of-the-art hybrid devices and this experimental set-up was done. The first device 
for this comparison is the system IPG-CNC607GK. The IPG-YLP-0.5 is a laser with a tunnable 
output power from 10-100 W, pulse energy for 20 kHz of 0.5 mJ. A 163 mm optic was used. 
The laser is built inside a CNC-607K device with a precision rated from manufacturer 
datasheet equal to 50 µm. The second one is the 3DMM “microSTRUCT vario” device 
introduced in chapter 5. The used laser is a picosecond laser with a repetition frequency 
from 200 kHz to 8 MHz and 50 W average power. The linear axes are the ALS5000WB 
Mechanical-Bearing Direct-Drive Linear Stage from the company Aerotech. The precision of 
the axes is rated ~2 µm [ART15]. The maximum achievable scanning working field for all 
systems is arround 100 mm x 100 mm.  
In order to compare the performance of the devices an example of a real aplication is used. 
In [RPW13], a design of a compact solid oxide fuel cell battery known as eneramic® 
developed by Fraunhofer Institute for Ceramic Technologies and Systems, IKTS is 
presented. The core components (like the gas processing unit observed in figure 6.7 (a) of 
such solid oxide fuel cell bateries are built-up with brazed metallic foilds. Such foils are laser-
cut using the state-of-the-art 3DMM device.  
a) 
d) c) 
b) 
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The dimesions of the soldering foild exceed the maximum working field of the galvanometer 
scanning system. Basically the same procedure by the three devices is executed. The DXF 
file is imported and preprocessed in order to generate instructions for laser, scanner and 
coordinates table. The microstructures are analyzed and splited at least in two parts and 
structured separatly. The IPG-CNC607GK device was configured with a standard correction 
table. The proposed experimental set-up was configured with the inverse distance weighting 
approach using only one iteration. The working field for both approaches was divided in two 
parts. The 3DMM device was already prepared with an intensive algorithm for improving the 
correction table. Such algorithm uses a large amount of controlling points and for the 
pospouses of this study a standard correction table could not be configured.  
 
 
Figure 6.7. Example of a real application for assessing the iterative inverse weighting distance 
approach. (a) Gas processing unit (eneramic®). (b) Soldering foil used for comparison. 
 
The developed software for the proposed experimental set-up and the software used for the 
IPG-CNC607K device divide the structure in only two sections. For comparison purposes 
between these two devices three controlling points (“1”, “2” and “3”) are defined, see 
figure 6.7 (b).  The 3DMM device performed an intensive analysis of the structures 
contained in the DXF file. The close contours which are smaller than the defined maximal 
scanner working field are processed separatly. This means that only two controlling points 
(outer contour) can be compared between the 3DMM device and the experimental set-up. 
a) 
b) 
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For this purpose controlling points “4” and “5” were analyzed. Comparisons between 
controlling points “1” and “4” and “3” and “5” are made.  
 
6.2.3 Improving precision with inverse distance weighting approach 
In order to show the potential of the inverse iterative inverse weighting distance approach 
the precision obtained from the experiments presented in last section were improved 
applying up to six iterations. The controlling points “1”, “2” and “3” (see last section) were 
also selected for comparison. Initially the sub-working field B$D was structured, the working 
piece driven to the sub-working field B$D and the critical points analyzed with the vision 
system. The error vector was calculated and a new correction table was created in an 
intermediate step. Finally the following sub-working field B$D was structured. A total of 6 
iterations were performed in order to prove the functionality of this method. 
 
6.2.4 Iterative inverse distance weighting approach 2 
 
In order to prove again the effectivity of the iterative inverse weighting distance approach an 
example of a conceived metallic sealing was tested, see figure 6.8. The hybrid structuring 
device was prepared with a standard correction table (see section 4.3.2).  
 
 
Figure 6.8. Conceived metallic sealing for proving the potentials of the iterative inverse weighting 
distance approach.  
 
The metallic sealing was designed in the middle part of a 120	ee		60	ee working field. 
Two analysis sections were defined for measurements purposes. In every of these sections 
vertical lines were marked in order to facilitate the measuring phase, see figure 6.8. Initially, 
the sub-working field B$D was structured, the working piece driven to the sub-working field B$D and the critical points analyzed with the vision system. The error vector was 
calculated and a new correction table was created in an intermediate step. Finally the 
following sub-working field B$D was structured. A total of 3 iterations were performed in 
order to study the improvements of this method.  
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6.2.5 Auto-stitching approach  
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the auto-stitching method, diverse structuring 
experiments were prepared. The continuity of microstructures was the important factor for 
measuring the effectivity of this method. Series of microstructures, similar to the ones 
observed in figure 6.9, were created in the common analysis area of a working field with 
dimensions of 120 mm x 60 mm. The maximal scanner working field was limited to  
60 mm x 60 mm. 
 
 
Figure 6.9. Schematic representation of the tests for assessing the Auto-stitching approach. Several 
structures were defined in the common analysis area of two sub-working fields. 
 
In section 6.4.1, a statistical analysis of the deviations of the improved galvanometer 
scanning system for large areas was presented. In this analysis, the no-correction approach 
averaged RMS deviations for X axis of 15.8 µm and for Y axis 55.8 µm (table 6.1). In section 
4.4.3 the laser spot size was empirically measured resulting on a maximum diameter of ~80 
µm. For that reason in order to be able to prove the effectivity of the auto-stitching method a 
random error had to be introduced. A list of random numbers between 50 and 200 was 
created with a generator of random numbers [Ran15]. These numbers represented errors 
between 50 µm and 200 µm for  axis and  axis. These errors were introduced when the 
working piece was positioned from the sub-working field B$D to the sub-working field B$D. After that, the critical points are analyzed and the new piecewise function, like the 
one depicted in figure 6.10, is constructed. 
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Figure 6.10. Schematic representation of a piecewise function is constructed by using target critical 
points and measured critical points.  
 
6.3 Results and discussion 
6.3.1 Arithmetic mean and individual correction transformations 
Series of experiments to prove the functionality of the correction methods were performed. 
For every experiment, a total of 36 structures were randomly distributed along the common 
analysis area. Random samples in groups of three structures along the common analysis 
area were analyzed to measure the performance of the methods. The results of the no-
corrected approach were the base to compare the improvement of the results by applying 
the average and individual correction approaches. The samples were picked up from the left 
to the right and from the lower to the upper part of the common analysis areas. The results 
are divided in deviations for X axis and deviations for Y axis. Even though an improved 
correction table was used, a tendency for the deviations to increase from the middle part of 
the common analysis area to its extremes was exhibited. This should be related to the barrel 
distortion of the f-theta objective. Specifically a tendency in Y direction to present the largest 
deviations was observed. This should be related to an orthogonality error between axes of 
the coordinates table, a poor flatness of the linear axes, pitch, yaw and roll deviations or 
more likely to a scale factor difference between scanner and coordinates table. 
Improvements in percentage points between no-corrected and average correction methods 
for X axis averaged a ~20% and for Y axis averaged a ~55%. Improvements in percentage 
points between no-corrected and individual correction methods for X axis averaged a ~30% 
and for Y axis averaged a ~70%. It can be established that the individual correction method 
presents the best results when a coupled vision system is used for calculating an error 
vector in order to reduce inherent deviations. In order for the average correction approach to 
have a positive effect by reducing deviations, the correction table of the galvanometer 
scanning system should be already quite precise. In table 6.1, resumed sampled data of 
series of experiments for comparing the functionality of the correction approaches is shown. 
Each data group corresponds to a random sample of experimental groups, which reflects the 
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behavior of the complete sample. The order of the experiments was no-correction approach, 
average-correction approach and finally individual-correction approach. In order to compare 
results, mean value, RMS value and standard deviation are calculated.  
 
No-correction tests Average correction tests Individual correction tests 
      
measured 
deviations in X 
direction [µm] 
measured 
deviations in Y 
direction [µm] 
measured 
deviations in X 
direction [µm] 
measured 
deviations in Y 
direction [µm] 
measured 
deviations in X 
direction [µm] 
measured 
deviations in Y 
direction [µm] 
-17.0 67.8 -15.5 -11.2 16.0 -7.0 
-17.8 65.0 -10.7 -15.0 7.0 -15.0 
-18.1 54.6 -6.5 -13.1 3.5 -7.5 
-10.5 54.5 -8.5 -11.2 3.3 -13.0 
-11.7 -47.0 6.0 -22.0 0.5 -7.5 
-4.4 43.0 11.4 -45.0 7.5 -5.6 
-8.0 28.0 13.3 -26.3 -9.1 -13.2 
-12.0 47.0 -8.3 -45.1 -2.3 -18.9 
-15.6 47.0 4.9 -16.9 -24.3 -15.0 
-18.2 56.4 6.1 -13.1 -4.7 -13.0 
-22.3 60.2 -8.8 -9.4 -15.0 -8.0 
-23.0 80.9 -27.5 7.5 1.5 -15.0 
Mean error 
-14.8 46.4 -3.6 -18.4 -1.3 -11.5 
RMS 
15.8 55.8 12.1 23.2 10.4 12.2 
Standard deviation 
5.6 32.3 12.1 14.8 10.8 4.2 
 
Table 6.1. Selection of representative measured deviation for a series of experiments for no-correction 
approach, average correction approach and individual correction approach. 
 
 
The maximum average deviation was obtained by the no-correction method for Y axis. It 
exhibits a RMS value of ~55 µm. The minimum average deviation was obtained by the 
individual correction method. It exhibits a value of ~10.4 µm (X axis). The feasibility of these 
methods can be evaluated by observing the tendency for the deviations approaching to zero. 
For X axis, the average error improved from -14 µm for no-correction approach to -36 µm for 
the average correction approach and to -1.3 µm for individual approach. For Y axis, the 
average error improved from 46.4 µm for no-correction approach to -18.4 µm for the average 
correction approach and to -11.5 µm for individual approach. In figures 6.11 to 6.13 resulting 
data for X axis can be compared among no-correction, average and individual approaches. 
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Figure 6.11. No-correction approach X axis. Mean value and standard deviation for a group of sampled 
data. 
 
 
Figure 6.12. Average correction approach X axis. Mean value and standard deviation for a group of 
sampled data. 
 
 
Figure 6.13. Individual correction approach X axis. Mean value and standard deviation for a group of 
sampled data. 
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In figures 6.14 to 6.16 resulting data for  axis can be compared among no-correction, 
average and individual approaches. 
 
 
Figure 6.14. No-correction approach Y axis. Mean value and standard deviation for a group of sampled 
data. 
 
 
Figure 6.15. Average correction approach Y axis. Mean value and standard deviation for a group of 
sampled data. 
 
 
Figure 6.16. Individual correction approach Y axis. Mean value and standard deviation for a group of 
sampled data. 
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By further analyzing the obtained information (table 6.4) and distribution of the sample data 
(figures 6.12 – 6.16)  can be observed that the measured data for the average correction 
approach and the individual correction approach exclusively for Y axis is negative in most of 
the cases. That means that there exists always an overlap between the stitched structures 
and only a few percentage of the structures remains disjointed. Moreover, the mean value 
tends to approach the zero axis, which means that there is a tendency for the deviations to 
be reduced. 
 
In figure 6.17, three images representing the achieved results applying the average 
correction and individual correction approach. For comparison purposes, in figure 6.17 (a) can 
be observed the result of a stitching procedure without correction. A deviation of  
60.2 µm between structures in  direction was measured. A deviation of 22.3 µm between 
structures in  direction was measured. Applying the average correction method deviations 
of 15.5 µm and 11.2 µm for  axis and  axis respectively were measured, see figure 6.17 
(b). Finally in figure 6.17 (c) is depicted the result of the individual correction approach. 
Deviations of 3.4 µm and 7.5 µm were measured for  axis and  axis respectively. 
 
 
      
      
Figure 6.17. Structuring results. Examples of results for no-correction approach (a), average correction 
approach (b) and individual correction approach (c). 
 
 
a) b) 
c) 
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6.3.2 Iterative inverse distance weighting approach  
In figure 6.18 a representative example of one foil cut with the IPG-CNC607K device is 
shown. The control points “1”, “2” and “3” are observed in figure 6.18 (a), (b) and (c) 
respectively. The maximum deviation for this device was measured in the control point “2” 
and it is approximately ~240 µm, see figure 6.18 (b). Several measurements showed that 
the error for control point “1” was in the range of 90 µm to 100 µm. The error for control 
point “2” was in the range of 210 µm and 240 µm and the error for control point “3” was in 
the range of 90 µm to 100 µm. 
 
      
     
Figure 6.18. Sample selected for analyzing the laser process performed with the IPG-CNC607K 
device. (a) Control point “1”, (b) Control point “2”. (c) Control point “3”. 
 
In figure 6.19 a representative example of one foil cut with the 3DMM device is shown. The 
control points “4” and “5” are observed in figure 6.19 (a) and (b) respectively. Several 
measurements showed that the deviations for control point “4” averaged most of the times 
errors smaller than 20 µm and the deviations for control point “5” averaged errors smaller 
than 10 µm. 
a) b) 
c) 
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Figure 6.19. Sample selected for analyzing the laser process performed with the 3DMM device. (a) 
Control point “4”. (b) Control point “5”. 
 
In figure 6.20 an example of a foil marked with the experimental set-up after one iteration 
using the iterative inverse weighting distance approach is shown. The control points “1”, 
“2” and “3” are observed in figure 6.20 (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The maximum deviation 
is presented in the control point “1” with approximately ~40 µm. Several measurements 
shown that the error for control point “1” is situated in the range of 30 µm and 50 µm. The 
error for control point “2” is situated in the range of 20 µm and 30 µm and the error for 
control point “3” is situated in the range of 20 µm and 30 µm.  
 
      
   
Figure 6.20. Analysis of controlling points with the experimental set-up of a random sample. Control 
point “1” (a), Control point “2” (b). Control point “3” (c). 
a) b) 
a) b) 
c) 
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In this section, an example of a real application was presented in order to compare the 
possibilities of every system for processing a structure which is larger than the maximal 
scanning working field. The state-of-the-art 3DMM device already prepared with an intensive 
correction table algorithm. It presented the most accurate results averaging errors less than 
20 µm. The less accurate results were obtained from the state-of-the-art IPG-CNC607K 
device, averaging errors between 100 µm and 240 µm. The proposed experimental set-up, 
after only one iteration, averaged errors up to 30 µm.  
In figure 6.21, a comparison of the achieved precisions for the different utilized devices is 
depicted. Significant to remark is that the accuracy of the used positioning device was ±20 
μm contrary to the ±1 μm of the 3DMM device. In the following sections, it will be 
demonstrated that increasing the iterations of the iterative inverse weighting distance 
approach, stitching transitions can be improved. 
 
Figure 6.21. Average deviations for different control points obtained from experimentation with the 
IPG-CNC607K device, the 3DMM device and the experimental set-up (see section 6.2.2 for more 
detail). Significant to remark is that the accuracy of the used positioning device was ±20 μm contrary 
to the ±1 μm of the 3DMM device. 
 
6.3.3 Improving precision with inverse distance weighting approach 
In figure 6.22 the results for 3 and 6 iterations for controlling points “1”, “2” and “3” are 
shown. In figure 6.19 (a) is depicted the controlling point “1” after three iterations. In figure 
6.23 (b) can be observed the structuring results for controlling point “1” after six iterations. 
The precision was improved approximately a 67% with respect to the results presented in 
last section, see figure 6.20 (a). In figure 6.22 (c) is depicted the controlling point “2” after 
three iterations. In figure 6.22 (d) can be observed the structuring results for controlling point 
“2” after six iterations. The precision was improved approximately a 55% with respect to 
the results presented in last section, see figure 6.20 (b). Finally, in figure 6.22 (e) is depicted 
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the controlling point “3” after three iterations. In figure 6.22 (f) can be observed the 
structuring results for controlling point “3” after six iterations. The precision was improved 
approximately a 79% with respect to the results presented in last section, see figure 6.20 
(c). 
 
      
      
      
Figure 6.22. Results for 3 and 6 iterations for controlling points “1”, “2” and “3” are shown 
implementing the iterative inverse weighting distance approach. (a) 3 iterations controlling point “1”. 
(b) 6 iterations controlling point “1”. (c) 3 iterations controlling point “2”. (d) 6 iterations controlling point 
“2”. (e) 3 iterations controlling point “3”. (f) 6 iterations controlling point “3”. 
 
a) b) 
f) 
c) d) 
e) 
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Iterative inverse weighting distance approach showed an increased effectivity. The 
correction table can be actualized every iteration in an intermediate way. The relative 
coordinates between two sub-working fields were improved and the inherent deviations of 
the galvanometer scanning system were reduced. The continuity of structures could be 
assured and the stitching deviation was reduced between 30% and 70% percent for the 
presented experiment.  
 
6.3.4 Iterative inverse distance weighting approach 2 
In figure 6.23 the comparison between no-corrected attempt using a standard correction 
table and three iterations of the iterative inverse weighting distance for “1” and “2” is 
shown. In figure 6.23 (a) is depicted the controlling point “1” after the sub-working field B$D was structured without correction algorithm. The deviation for  axis was ~230 µm. 
After three iterations the deviation was reduced approximately 80% reaching a value of ~36 
µm. In figure 6.23 (b), the result of controlling point “1” after three iterations is observed. In 
figure 6.23 (c) is depicted the controlling point “2” after the sub-working field B$D was 
structured without correction algorithm. The deviation for  axis was ~200 µm. After three 
iterations the deviation was reduced approximately 90% achieving a value of ~15 µm. In 
figure 6.23 (d) the result of controlling point “2” after three iterations is observed.  
 
Iterative inverse weighting distance approach showed an increased effectivity. The 
correction table can be actualized every iteration in an intermediate step. The inherent 
deviations of a given galvanometer scanning system for the actual machining conditions 
were reduced. The continuity of structures could be assured and the stitching deviations 
reduced until a 90% for the presented experiment.  
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Figure 6.23. Results of two control points of a metallic sealing for testing the iterative inverse 
weighting distance method are shown. Controlling point “1” without correction approach (a). 
Controlling point “1” after three iterations (b). Controlling point “2” without correction (c). Controlling 
point “2” after three iterations (d). 
 
 
6.3.5 Auto-stitching approach  
Series of initial experiments without correction were performed in order to measure the 
performance of the introduced random errors. The sub-working field B$D was structured 
only for measuring purposes, like the example observed in figure 6.24. For assessment 
purposes, all deviations larger than the laser spot size (~85 µm) were considered as viable 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
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for correcting attempts (figure 6.24). All deviations smaller than the size of the spot diameter 
were discarded for correcting attempts. Examples of discarded attempts are seen in figure 
6.25. Less than 5% of the analyzed attempts could be considered as discarded attempts. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.24. Example of the resulting deviations after a random error was introduced to the direction 
of movement. 
 
      
Figure 6.25. Example of discarded samples for auto-stitching correction. The error in both axes is 
smaller than the size of the laser spot. 
 
Since the aim of the auto-stitching approach is to assure structure continuity (for example for 
aislating two sections of a conductive surface in any electric application) and for evaluation 
purposes all structures presenting a continuous path were considered as a successfully 
auto-stitched cases. Even if the structures presented an overlap, see figure 6.26 (a) or if 
there existed minimal contact, see figure 6.26 (b). All structures without a continuous path 
were considered as ineffectivly auto-stitched results, see figure 6.26 (c). 
 
a) b) 
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Figure 6.26. Successfully and ineffectively auto-stitching results. Cases (a) and (b) are considered 
successful results. Case (c) is considered as an ineffective auto-stitching result. 
 
By the analysis of the effectivity of the auto-stitching approach it was observed that the 
illumination source was a determinant factor in order for the auto-stitching approach to be 
succesfull. The illumination angle changed depending on the position of the structures inside 
the common analysis area, consequently the quantity of the reflected light that is detected 
for the camera also variated. Moreover the generation of shadows depending the position of 
the illumination source also affected the final results. This lead the vision system to obtain 
false measurments and calculate incorrect piecewise functions. A high number of uneffectly 
auto-stitched attempts was detected. The effectivity in this case was compromised. 
Examples of incorrect measrements due to deficient illumination are observed in figure 6.27.  
 
a) b) 
c) 
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Figure 6.27. Examples of ineffectively constructed piecewise functions are shown. Increased 
magnitude and incorrect direction (a) and (b). Incorrect direction errors (c). Reduced magnitude and 
incorrect direction (d).   
 
Another series of experiments were defined to meassured again the effectivitiy of the auto-
stitching approach. The illumination source was adjusted for every group of structures over 
the common analysis area and an by introducing a random error ranged from 50 µm to 200 
µm an effectivity >90% was obtained. A minimum of discarded cases were detected (less 
than 5%). The auto-stitching method presents a high effectivity when an optimal illumination 
can be guaranteed. A high homogeneous illumination source is neccesary for this purpose. 
The variability of illumination angles also improves measuring precision. In figure 6.28 
examples of succesfully auto-stitched structures can be analyzed.  
 
 
a) b) 
c) d) 
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Figure 6.28. Examples of successfully constructed piecewise functions. This method was tested for 
different angles (a), horizontal structures (b) and vertical structures (c).  
 
a) b) 
c) 
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Reducing inherent deviations in galvanometer scanning systems for large area processing 
has been a matter of great importance during the last decades for laser processing of 
materials. Different state-of-the-art approaches for increasing the working field of a 
galvanometer scanning system were studied. Advantages, disadvantages and limitations of 
these methods were discussed. Temperature variations were involved as an important 
limiting factor since the precision of such devices can only be guarantee if the surroundings 
temperature remains constant, thus in many research and development facilities where 
such systems are used 2D degradation is willing to occur because of temperature variations.  
High precision and high dynamic devices were the principal focus of development during the 
last decades in order to increase precision and reduce stitching problems. For some 
research and development facilities however, financial implications for acquiring high 
precision and high dynamic are disputed. 
 
During this doctoral work a novel approach for reducing inherent and random deviations in 
galvanometer scanning systems for large areas by means of error vectors built using target 
and measured critical points was theoretically and practically developed.  The conception 
and development of a novel coaxially coupled vision system for constructing error vectors 
and improving correction tables were done. Different illumination approaches were applied. 
Reduction of speckle in order to improve structures recognition was studied and a spatial 
coherence reduction approach adopted. Using the same wavelength for processing and 
illuminating the working field, mappings between vision and processing coordinates 
systems were avoided and optical precision improved. The vision system has an influence 
on the final structuring precision. Since the correction can be done using both, the 
coordinates table and the scanner, the final precision of the system depends only on the 
most accurate device or the precision of the optical system and not on the less accurate 
device. This breakthrough is of great importance for future developments. The optical 
system was built using common spherical optics. In future investigations the possibility of 
improving optical precision by using aspheric optics can be studied. In addition, the 
possibility of developing an improved long-distance microscope should be analyzed in order 
to improve the precision of measurements of the working field. The structuring parameters 
and delay times were intensively studied in order to analyze the implications they have for 
accomplishing a correct continuity of microstructures which are between two sub-working 
fields in large area processing. Not only laser-on and laser-off times are important variables 
to analyze, but also the scanning velocity, peak energy, repetition rate, etc. Negative effects 
like excess or lack of laser pulses, heat affected zones and melted material deposition can 
be reduced.  
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By means of a self-designed calibration plate together with the novel coaxially coupled vision 
system, an improved correction table for reducing inherent deviations in galvanometer 
scanning systems could be constructed. The gained advantages of this methodology are: 
 
i. The calibration plate preserves the actual temperature and scanning conditions.  For that 
reason, a similar relative precision over the complete correction stage can be achieved. 
 
ii. There is not necessity of marking, moving and measuring fiducials in repetitive steps, 
consequently misalignment problems and temperature effects are reduced. 
 
iii. Small sections of the working field, where the precision is affected, can be adjusted 
without the necessity of creating a whole new correction table, which reduces the 
processing time. 
 
iv. The calibration plate can be used many times without the necessity of repeating the 
marking-measuring procedure, improving the consistency of the measuring method, 
since the same sample is used for measuring purposes. 
 
v. Using the calibration plate and the coaxially coupled vision system was possible to 
compare both, the coordinates system of the scanner and the one of the table. A 
difference of scale and orthogonality between both coordinate systems can be detected 
and reduced using special software functions. 
In future works different calibration plates can be tested. A compromise between controlling 
points and processing time can be found. The number of fiducials as well as distance 
between them can also be subject to future study.  
Different methods for reducing inherent deviations using the novel coaxially coupled vision 
system were developed and assessed: 
 
Arithmetic mean and Individual correction methods 
Diverse series of experiments to prove the functionality of the average correction method 
and the individual correction method were performed. It was observed that the deviations 
reduction of the average correction approach depends directly on the inherent deviations of 
the optical system and the illumination homogeneity. In order for this method to have a 
positive effect by reducing deviations, the correction table of the galvanometer scanning 
system must be already quite precise. The maximum detected improvements using this 
method for the experimentation performed in this work were ~55%. The method tends to 
be more successful if the deviations are present due to scale or offset differences and less 
successful if a conventional correction table for the scanning system is used  
It was observed that the deviations reduction of the individual correction approach depends 
directly on the quality of illumination of the working field. The precision of the correction 
table of the galvanometer scanning system was less determining for this method to show 
improvements since independent corrections for each structure are performed. The 
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maximum detected improvements using this method for the performed experimentation 
were ~70%. The method tends to be more successful if the structures to be corrected are 
open-paths structures, which means that corrected structures are not associated each other. 
Both methods exhibited in most cases an overlap between the stitched structures and only 
a low percentage of the structures remained disjointed. The mean value tends to approach 
the zero axis, which indicates that there is a tendency for the deviations to be reduced. It 
can be established that between both approaches, the individual correction method presents 
the best results. The average correction method and the individual correction method were 
applied separately. An analysis of the possibility of combining both methods for reducing 
inherent deviations of a galvanometer scanning system can be investigated in future 
investigations. The possibility of applying a mean correction and subsequently individual 
corrections in only one step may have a positive result. Different galvanometer scanning 
systems for large area processing can also be object of study implementing such correction 
methods.  
 
Iterative inverse distance weighting method 
It was proved that the iterative inverse weighting distance approach is a powerful tool for 
improving the relative precision of a galvanometer scanning system for large area processing 
in a continuous way. The main task was to analyze possible deviations with the coaxially 
vision system before the subsequent sub-working field is structured and reduce them by re-
calculating the correction table. In order to prove the effectivity of the iterative inverse 
weighting distance approach a comparison with a two state-of-the-art devices was 
performed and subsequently improvements on the final precision were achieved by iterating 
the correction table several times. This comparison was tested on a real application and a 
conceived application. After iterating between three and six times, improvements of 
between 70% and 90% were observed. Important to mention is that the accuracy of the 
used positioning device is ±20 µm contrary to the ±1 µm of the 3DMM device. Even though, 
with the implementation of this method the stitching transitions were considerably 
improved. The effects of the inherent deviations of the galvanometer scanning system were 
reduced and the continuity of structures was assured. The effectivity of this method 
depends on the number of measured controlling points, the illumination characteristics and 
number of iterations. Since the correction table is actualized iteratively a self-adaptive 
method for improving the correction table was created. The iterative distance weighting 
approach is a method for reducing the inherent deviations of the working field of 
galvanometer scanning systems. In the future different iterative methods like an iterative 
bicubic interpolation or an iterative bilinear interpolation method can be developed. An 
intensive analysis of the performance of these methods can be of interest for future works. 
Different galvanometer scanning systems can also be object of study implementing iterative 
correction methods. A combination with the average and individual correction methods in 
order to improve performance and scope is also possible.  
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Auto-stitching method 
The auto-stitching approach was conceived as a method for avoiding subsequent stitching 
stages for laser processing in which only the continuity of the structuring over the complete 
working area is important (for example conductive surfaces). Fundamentally, piecewise 
functions are created using target and measured critical points obtained with the coaxially 
coupled vision system for assuring structures continuity.  
In order to evaluate the effectivity of the auto-stitching method diverse structuring 
experiments were prepared. For assuring stitching errors larger than the actual laser spot 
size (~85 µm) and a random error between 50 µm and 200 µm had to be introduced. A high 
percentage of positive auto-stitched structures were obtained (>90%) after the illumination 
source was enhanced. The effectivity of the auto-stitching approach depends directly on the 
quality of the illumination system. Different galvanometer scanning systems for large area 
processing, thus different spot sizes, wavelengths and precisions can be object of study 
implementing such correction method. A combination with the average and individual 
correction methods can also be subject to future investigations in order to reduce the 
number of microstructures to be stitched. 
 
Development of Software 
An integrated supervisory platform for proving the potentials of the proposed methods was 
conceived and developed. Different modules were developed and successfully tested. Main 
platform interface, control and image processing libraries as well as an interpolator were 
included in this software. Different parameters as well as the correction algorithm are 
configured in the main interface. The image processing module is able not only to process 
images free of speckle but also affected of it. The initial version of the software exhibited 
very promising results. In future versions the actualization of the correction table by the 
iterative inverse weighting distance approach as well as other bilinear or bicubic 
interpolations could be integrated. Different interpolations functions can also be integrated 
into the auto-stitching approach in order to smooth the stitching transitions. By integrating a 
function to the software and vision system device, an auto-rotating approach could be 
developed, for example for marking purposes. This auto-rotating method would search over 
a working piece at least three fiducials and would calculate the orientation of the working 
piece. If necessary, new structuring coordinates would be calculated and the marking 
process would take place.  
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